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QUEEN’S ROYAL HOTEL 
MARINE PROMENADE, NEW BRIGHTON, WALLASEY, WIRRAL CH45 2JT

Email: info@thequeensroyal.co.uk
www.thequeensroyal.co.uk

QUEEN’S ROYAL HOTEL
NEW BRIGHTON

— AINTREE 2018 —
RANDOX HEALTH 

GRAND NATIONAL FESTIVAL

WHY NOT START YOUR DAY IN STYLE 
BY JOINING US FOR A 

CHAMPAGNE BREAKFAST • £12.00
SERVING FROM 10.00AM

START YOUR DAY WITH:
A FULL ENGLISH BREAKFAST BUFFET

OR SMOKED SALMON 
WHILE WATCHING ALL THE BUILD UP TO THE BIG RACE
ON OUR BRAND NEW 55” WIDE-SCREEN TELEVISION

BEFORE HEADING OFF TO THE RACES 

TRANSPORT TO AINTREE CAN BE ORGANISED UPON REQUEST.
PLEASE ASK A MEMBER OF STAFF FOR DETAILS.

ALSO AVAILABLE ON:  
LIVERPOOL DAY – THURSDAY 12TH APRIL
&  LADIES DAY – FRIDAY 13TH APRIL 2018

IF YOU ARE NOT GOING TO THE
RACES THEN MAKE A DAY OF IT
HERE AT THE QUEEN’S ROYAL

AND WATCH ALL 
THE PRE-RACE BUILD UP 

AND THE BIG RACE ITSELF

FOLLOWED BY
LIVERPOOL v BOURNEMOUTH

AT 5-30PM 

FOOD & DRINKS SERVED 
ALL DAY

BOOKINGS NOW BEING TAKEN
PLEASE CALL 0151 691 0101

— ACCOMMODATION AVAILABLE —
GRAND NATIONAL DAY

SATURDAY 14th APRIL 2018
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� GRAND NATIONAL – A HISTORY

The Grand National Handicap Steeplechase, currently
sponsored by Randox Health, is a British sporting 
institution and since the first running of the race in
*1839 the race has provided some of the ‘Sport of
Kings’ most dramatic moments. It is a race that has
made household names of horses, jockeys, trainers 
and owners and there is no doubt that this year’s race
on Saturday 14 April will throw up its usual quota of
mishaps, hard luck stories and, finally, glory for the 
winning horse, jockey, trainer, owner and all those 
associated with the successful stable.

The race will be watched live by over 600 million people
in some 140 countries, along with the tens of thou-
sands gathered at Aintree, as the permitted 40 horses
and their jockeys strive to overcome the testing,
stamina sapping 4½ miles of the Aintree course and the
30 challenging fences, including, The Chair, the Canal
Turn and Becher’s Brook, that are required to be
jumped. It is a race that makes legends of humans and
horses alike and it will enthral the watching millions –
but how and when did the Grand National take its first
steps, indeed fences, to becoming the world’s most 
famous horse race?

THE GRAND NATIONAL

THE VERY FIRST FENCE
HOW IT ALL BEGAN...

It was way back in 1829 that a gentleman named William Lynn began
to arrange flat racing in the Aintree area of Lancashire. Lynn owned the
Waterloo Hotel in Ranelagh Street, Liverpool, and was the first sponsor
of the Waterloo Hare Coursing event. He leased sufficient land from
Lord Sefton to create a racecourse, complete with a grandstand for
spectators, and the first meeting at the new venue took place on 
7th July 1829, partly thanks to the Liverpool Corporation, which 
donated 150 guineas towards helping him put on the event. 
The first race at the track was a flat race, which was given the title
‘The Croxteth Stakes’ and it was won by a horse named Mufti. Lynn
rapidly developed the new racecourse into a successful going concern
and six years after that first meeting he introduced Hurdle Racing 
into his meetings, which were held three times a year. The hurdle
races attracted some of the country’s best riders, including the
renowned Captain Martin Becher.
It was Captain Becher waxing lyrical to Lynn about a race named the
Great St. Alban’s Chase, organised by Becher’s friend Tom Coleman
that led to the Liverpool man deciding to arrange his own version 
of a steeplechase at Aintree. So it was that on the 29th February 1836
a large crowd watched Captain Becher, rather fittingly, steer a horse
called The Duke, owned by the proprietor of the George Inn, Great
Crosby, to victory in a race that had not been given a name and was
run as a Selling Race.
This inaugural and untitled race was run over two laps and mostly
over the ploughed farmland and natural countryside surrounding
Aintree. There were 42 obstacles, including hedges, gates and stone
walls, to be negotiated and was not for the fainthearted. The event
had proved to be a great success however and the following year
Lynn joined forces with a gentleman named John Formby, who had
his own racecourse in Maghull. The race was given the name the
Grand Liverpool Steeplechase but was believed to have been held at
the *Maghull venue and attracted only four runners, despite prize
money of 100 guineas. The Duke, this time ridden by a Mr Potts, 
triumphed again and it was decided that the race would be run 
again in 1838 and remain at the Maghull course. The winning horse
on that occasion was Sir William and the race was now set to 
become a permanent fixture in the racing calendar.

The Jockey Club were against the running of this steeplechase
as they opposed ‘jump racing’ but the racing public and the 
riders and owners appeared to enjoy the contest, so Lynn was
sure it would eventually prove to be a great success. He took
the decision to return to Aintree for the 1839 race. His foresight
and faith was to be rewarded when he was given the support
of influential men such as the Earls of Derby, Sefton, Eglington
and Wilton and the Lords Bentick, Stanley and Grosvenor.
Buoyed by this esteemed support, and a 100 guineas donation
from the Aldermen of Liverpool, Lynn was able to gain a great
deal of interest in the race from the general public. On the 
26th February 1839, seventeen horses and jockeys took on the
required series of obstacles and ploughed fields for the honour
of winning the now newly named Liverpool and National 
Handicap Steeplechase. This race has been recorded in history
as being won by the aptly named Lottery, ridden by Jem Mason
and owned by John Elmore, therefore becoming the first horse
to win what would, in 1847, be turned into a handicap and 
renamed by a new leaseholder of Aintree Racecourse, 
Mr Edward William Topham, as the Grand National Handicap
Steeplechase, the name it still has today, though with the
added sponsors name of course.
The 1839 race saw Captain Becher come to grief after his horse
Conrad fell and he ended up in the first of three brooks on the
course. Legend has it that on scrambling out of the brook the
renowned Captain uttered the words, “How dreadful the water
tastes without the benefit of whisky.” It was to be the last time
that he took part in the race but of course his name lives on
today after the fence that is the 6th and 22nd in today’s Grand
National was named Becher’s Brook in his honour.
For William Lynn, the 1839 race would also be the beginning of
the end. Having been instrumental in creating a horse race that
would develop into one of the world’s great sporting occasions
he left the organising of future races to others. Although 
continuing to play a part in Aintree’s affairs for many more
years he was to sadly pass away, penniless, in 1870. 

*The 1836, 1837 and 1838 races have been disregarded by most historians as counting towards the Grand National
winning horses list because of the belief that they were run at Maghull and not Aintree. However, over the past 
30 years or so several racing historians have claimed to have unearthed evidence that these races did actually take
place at Aintree and were regarded as having been Grand Nationals until the mid-1860s. To date though, their calls 
for the nationals of 1836, 37 & 38 to be restored to the record books have been unsuccessful and Lottery remains as
the race’s first winner – but should it really be ‘The Duke’ who holds that honour?
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Above: William Lynn’s Waterloo Hotel

Right: Steeplechasing in the 1800s

Below: Lottery wins the 1839 Liverpool and 
National Handicap Steeplechase

Right: Lottery – 
the first official winner of the Grand National
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ALBANY BARBERS
the gentlemen’s experience

Unit 2, The Arcade, Covent Garden, Liverpool L2 8US

Tel: 0151 227 2443 (John or Ian)

—ALBANY BARBERS—
Price List (from)

Cut £11

Cut and Beard £14.50

Wash, Cut & Dry £19

Wash, Cut & Dry with Beard £22.50

Re-Style £15

Crops 1-8 £9

Crops 1-8 with Beard £12.50

Beard £4.50

Shave £25

Opening Times: 
Monday – Friday: 7am – 6pm  

Saturday: 9am – 4pm

WE ARE NOW USING       

ECRU 
HAIR PRODUCTS 

FROM NEW YORK

ALSO AVAILABLE 
FOR PURCHASE

£10.00

CHINA'S FIRST EMPEROR 
AND THE TERRACOTTA WARRIORS 
National Museums Liverpool
welcome you to this historic Exhibition

OR over 2,000 years, the tomb of Qin Shi Huang, China’s First
Emperor, was secretly guarded by an underground army of

life-sized terracotta warriors. Then in 1974 an everyday event would
lead to one of the world’s greatest archaeological discoveries – 
at the same time unlocking the mysteries of a vanished empire.

Now some of these warriors and a number of objects that have
been painstakingly uncovered by the archaeologists working the
vast site of the Emperor’s tomb are here in Liverpool and being
showcased at our city’s World Museum on William Brown Street.
This historic exhibition spans almost 1,000 years of Chinese history;
from the conflicts and chaos of the Warring States period, to the
achievements and legacy of the Qin and Han dynasties. 

The exhibition includes a number of objects that have never been
on show in the UK before, along with material from museums and
institutes from across the Shaanxi Province, excavated over the last
40 years from the Imperial Mausoleum and selected tombs. These
spectacular artefacts will shed light on Qin Shi Huang’s pursuit of 
immortality and show how he meticulously prepared for the 
afterlife, as well as help us to understand more about everyday 
life in China as it was more than two thousand years ago.

This exhibition was organised by National Museums Liverpool,
United Kingdom and the Shaanxi Provincial Cultural Relics 
Bureau and Shaanxi History Museum (Shaanxi Cultural Heritage
Promotion Centre), People’s Republic of China. It will be a
major part of Liverpool’s 2018 celebrations and the city will 
be embracing its Far East links during the exhibition’s run,
with a special China Dream season.

For more information on the exhibition and how to book tickets please visit:

www.liverpoolmuseums.org.uk
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CHINA'S FIRST EMPEROR 
AND THE TERRACOTTA WARRIORS 
Liverpool World Museum Exhibition  
Running until 28th October 2018

QIN SHI HUANG...
LIFE
Qin Shi Huang was born in Handan in 259BC, his
birthday is believed to be 18th February, so he
would have recently turned 2,077 years old if still
living! He was named Ying Zheng as Zheng was the
name of the first month of the Chinese Calendar
being used at the time of his birth. He was the son
of King Zhuangxiang, the King of the state of Qin.
In 246BC his father died, making Ying Zheng the
King of Qin at the tender age of just 13.

At this time there was constant fighting, known as
the ‘Warring Years’ or the Warring States Period’ 
between the different Chinese states but the Qin
state was the most powerful, having the most 
advanced military equipment and disciplined army.
Aware of this, and probably in desperation to 
prevent being conquered, the smaller state of Yan
sent an assassin named Jing Ke to kill Ying. However
the assassination failed as did a second attempt
later carried out by a musician named Gao Jianli.

Despite these attempted assassinations, Ying Zheng
was not deterred and between 230 B.C and 222 B.C
he successfully oversaw the conquest of the other 
Chinese states.

Having unified the country, King Zheng pronounced
himself Emperor of China and became known as Qin
Shi Huang. This was the beginning of a new era that
would shape the history of modern China. The new
Emperor also made an Imperial Seal, with the following
words carved onto it, “Having received the Mandate
from Heaven, may (the Emperor) lead a long and 
prosperous life.” The seal would now be passed on
from Emperor to Emperor.

Qin Shi Huang divided China into administrative
provinces and made civil appointments on the basis 
of merit rather than hereditary rights. The country’s
currency and units of measurement were also 
standardised and a series of transport links were built,
including better maintained roads. The Emperor also

For more information on the exhibition and how to book tickets please visit:

www.liverpoolmuseums.org.uk

ordered the construction of the impressive Lingqu Canal, 
located in Xing’an County near to Guilin, purely in order to
successfully defeat the Baiyue Tribe in south China. The
canal, designed by Shi Lu, was completed in 214BC, and it is
now the oldest artificially dug canal in the world.

The largest public works scheme involved the construction
of an immense defensive wall, built in order to prevent
incursions from the Xiongnu tribes from the north. This
wall linked several walls that were already in existence
and was a precursor to the Great Wall of China. It took
hundreds of thousands of men some ten years to 
complete.

Qin Shi Huang also standardised the Qin script and
sought to unify philosophical thought; he was 
distrustful of philosophical texts, which he feared 
may undermine his current power. He got rid of the
‘Hundred Schools of Thought’ and many elements of
Confucianism, while several hundred books were banned and
burnt, with severe penalties for their ownership. It is said some
460 scholars were buried alive for holding onto banned books.
Qin was non-repentant “I have collected all the writings of the
Empire and burnt those which were of no use.” (As quoted in
The Tyrants: 2500 Years of Absolute Power and Corruption
(2006) by Clive Foss)

Although there is no record of an Empress sharing Qin Shi
Huang’s life, he is thought to have had at least 50 children,
many of these with a variety of concubines. Towards the
end of his reign, Qin Shi Huang became obsessed with
finding the elixir of immortality. He ordered many scholars
and young men to seek out potions and secrets which would
enable him to gain immortality. 

DEATH
Despite his aspirations of immortality Quin Shi Huang (Ying
Zheng) did die, passing away on the 10th September 210BC.
Somewhat ironically, he was on a tour of Eastern China at the
time, searching for the legendary ‘Islands of Immortality’ and
the secret of eternal life. He allegedly died after swallowing a 
series of mercury pills made by his court scientists and doctors,
which had too much mercury in them, mercury used as it was
thought to extend one’s life and so give Quin Shi Huang the 
immortality he craved!

THE TOMB
Qin Shi Huang's tomb is the most important archaeological 
discovery since Tutankhamen. Determined that his rule of China
would continue from the spirit world, the Emperor planned 
and constructed his burial place from an early age, creating an

underground tomb that would be a palace for his time in
the afterlife.

The terracotta warriors and the treasured artefacts
that the world now gazes upon in awe lay hidden
for two thousand years beneath several metres of
sandy soil. The site is located a mile from the First
Emperor’s burial mound at Mount Li, to the
northeast of the city of Xi’an in Shaanxi province
of north-central China. Amazingly they may

have remained undiscovered for all time if it
were not for a local farmer and his

friends having to dig a well in order
to help water their crops in 1974.
(see overleaf).

The courtyard-style palace tomb 
is situated in the heart of the 
emperor's 22-square-mile (56
square-kilometer) mortuary 
compound, which includes 18
courtyard houses overlooked by
one main building, where the 
emperor is believed to lie. Over the
next decade, Chinese archaeologists

were astonished to find that there were
at least 8,000 warriors, once brightly painted

and equipped with clay horses and wooden
chariots. As further excavation revealed the 
extent of the emperor’s mausoleum, the team
found offices, stables and halls, along with clay
figures of officials, acrobats and labourers plus 
an array of life-size bronze animals. It seems that
Sima Qian, a Han dynasty historian, was not 
exaggerating when he wrote in second century
BC that “700,000 men had worked on the 

emperor’s tomb, constructing entire palaces, towers and scenic
landscapes through which the emperor’s spirit might roam.”

Experts believe that the 249-foot-high (76metre) structure,
covered with soil and kept dry thanks to a complex draining
system, hides the body of the Emperor and his courtiers. 
Nobody of course knows what condition their bodies are like
today but one leading archeologist believes that they are 
most likely to have been destroyed by now. What probably 
are intact though are the countless treasures that, according 
to the ancient scrolls that describe the emperor's long lost
burial site, fill the interior of the tomb. And do the the deadly
traps guarding them still exist? More importantly for those 
excavating the site – do they work!!!?

No one knows what other wonders the mausoleum might
house, for the main burial chamber remains sealed and may
well do so for ever. The archaeologist who led the mausoleum
excavations from 1998 to 2008, Qingbo Duan of Northwest
University in Xi’an, said, ”We have no current plan to open the
chambers. We have no mature technologies and effective 
measures to protect the relics from being destroyed.” 

Liverpool World Museum’s exhibition showcasing some of the 8,000 plus 
Terracotta Warriors that were created on the instructions of the First Emperor of China,
Qin Shi Huang, so as to guard his tomb in the afterlife, has created a great deal of 
interest, not just in Liverpool but around the world. But what do we know about 
Qin Shi Huang and the discovery of his tomb back in 1974?

“700,000 men had worked on the emperor’s
tomb, constructing entire palaces, towers 
and scenic landscapes through which the 

emperor’s spirit might roam.”
Sima Qian, Han dynasty historian

Gilt bronze animal mask handle © Mr. Ziyu Qiu

Replica chariot © Mr. Ziyu Qiu
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CHINA'S FIRST EMPEROR 
AND THE TERRACOTTA WARRIORS

Pictured here are just some of the 180 spectacular artefacts on display 
at Liverpool’s World Museum as part of the China’s First Emperor 

and the Terracotta Warriors Exhibition. 

Centre picture: World Museum – © Gareth Jones  All other pictures: World Museum – © Mr. Ziyu Qiu
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1) Bronze goose 
2) Weight
3) Shovel
4) Gold chariot fitting 

with animal mask design
5) Armoured infantryman
6) Stone helmet
7) Stone armour
8) Painted cavalryman

THE DISCOVERY OF
QIN SHI HUANG’S TOMB 
The discovery of Qin Shi Huang’s tomb is one of the most 
important finds in the world’s history, in all probability second
only to the opening of Tutankhamen’s tomb. However, whereby
the discovery of the secrets held by the ancient Egyptian King’s
tomb was a well-planned expedition, finding Qin’s hidden 
secrets came about purely by accident.  

HE tale begins in China’s central Shaanxi province during March
1974. After a particularly dry spell, a farmer named Yang Zhifa,
along with his workmates, took the decision to dig a well in

order to water the crops of the cooperative farm that they worked.
Little did Yang know that three days later he would be on the brink of
temporary world-wide fame, having come upon what would turn out
to be one of the greatest archaeological finds the world has ever seen.

On the third day of their digging, Yang’s hoe dug out the neck of a
terracotta statue that was missing its head, but the opening at the
bottom was about size of a bowl. Yang said to a workmate that it
was probably the site of an old kiln and his friend replied that he
should continue to dig, but more carefully, as they may be able to 
dig out any old jars and take them home for their own use.

As they continued with the digging, the farmers
came across the missing head and also the
shoulders and torso of another statue, this one
missing one of its legs. They decided that it 
wasn’t a kiln after all but it could be an old 
temple. As they went on digging, they turned
up ‘statue of gods’ and several bronze items. 

Said Yang,“It was the middle of the Cultural
Revolution and everything was topsy-turvy in
the villages. People had now gathered around
and were watching us as we continued to dig.
When the older ones saw these objects that we
had dug up they weren’t at all pleased. They
said they were part of the local feng shui, and that 
digging them up would do no good either to the village or to us.”

However, Yang had experienced a six-year spell in the army and had
learnt something about ancient objects. “People had always said that
the tomb of the Qin emperor covered an area of just over 9 hectares
and that our village was about two kilometres from the mausoleum. 
I thought that these objects could be of historic interest and so we
harnessed up three two-wheeled carts to transport them to the 
Lintong district museum several kilometres away“.

The experts at the museum recognised the objects as dating from the
Qin dynasty, and therefore they were extremely valuable. "They paid
us CNY10 (yuan) per cart, so a total of CNY30. At the time CNY10
was the equivalent of an annual salary in poor rural areas so we were
really happy to get so much for having brought three carts of the 
terracotta objects,” said Yang. When they got back to the village they
handed the money to their production unit, as was required under

the collective system. Each one of them was given 13 fen (a fen
being a hundredth of a yuan) that they could use to buy food or
other goods. 

The authorities then decided to build a museum on the site of the
mausoleum and all the villagers, including Yang, were displaced.
Yang received 5,000 yuan in compensation for his 167 square metres

of land and he moved to a new village, called
Qinyong (meaning “Qin warriors”), six kilometres
from the museum. The other relocated villagers
were angry with him however: if they had had
to leave their homes it was “because of him”, 
he explained.  In order to get away from their
hostile looks and remarks, he moved about a
kilometre away.

The museum gave him a job signing autographs
for visitors, including the then President Bill 
Clinton, who visited the museum and asked
Yang for his autograph. “At first I was earning
CNY300 a month and by the time I retired it 

was 1,000." When he stopped working at the museum, Yang found
himself with practically no income but he said, “Whether it’s fair or
not, I can’t do anything about it. I’m only a simple peasant”. But he
is not unhappy either, “There were too many people at the museum.
Sometimes I didn’t feel too well after working all day.”

Yang’s fame was brief. His name does not even appear on the 
explanatory board at the entrance to the display, which says 
simply that the terracotta army was discovered by local peasants,
“The People’s Daily wrote that ‘peasants don’t know anything about
science. It is impossible that they should have discovered anything’.
Philosophical about it all, Yang said, “That’s life! Even if there is a lot
of injustice in society there is no point in getting angry about it.”

And as Yang points out, “The discovery of the “eighth wonder of the
world” may not have made me rich, but it still makes me very proud”.

With acknowledgement to Jie Guo Zehnder and Julia Slater @swissinfo.

T

Tomb doorway 
©Shaanxi Provincial Institute of Archaeology

“The discovery of the “eighth
wonder of the world” may not
have made me rich, but it still

makes me very proud”.
Yang Zhifa
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Chinese Wellbeing 
Liverpool
Fundraiser 2018
Chinese Wellbeing celebrated Chinese New Year and the Year of 
the Dog by holding its’ annual fundraiser at The Angel Restaurant in
Hanover Street on Friday 23rd February. The event was a roaring 
success and Colin Ling, CEO of Chinese Wellbeing, said, 

“We would like to thank all of our friends for their support on this
evening. The money we have raised through the night’s auctions and
raffle prizes will help us to continue our work in providing important
dementia services to the local community.”

COLIN LING

Chinese Wellbeing
Staten Court • Tradewind Square • East Village • Duke Street • Liverpool L1 5BG
Tel: 0151 709 2643 • email: info@chinesewellbeing.co.uk
www.chinesewellbeing.co.uk

Chinese Wellbeing Liverpool
Fundraiser 2018

The evening of fun and celebration started with the traditional Lion dance, performed
brilliantly by the ‘Liverpool School of Cantonese Kung Fu’ and as an encore the audience
were treated to the Lions dancing to some Uptown Funk. The ‘Sing Me Merseyside Choir’,
led by the charismatic Billy Hui, continued the show, treating the guests to a medley of
songs from the Beatles and Abba, and, in keeping with the diversity shown by the Lion
dancers, the choir finished by singing in Chinese with a song wishing everyone a Happy
New Year. The delightful ladies of the ‘Phoenix Qipao Group’ then performed their 
Chinese dance presentation and they were joined by the wonderful Ms Lin Chen who
sang a Chinese New Year song. During the event a ten-course banquet was enjoyed 
by all of the guests and, as is traditional at this event, the evening was closed by the 
ever-popular Steve Macfarlane, who once again had the 
audience singing along and dancing to some popular classics
from famous musicals and several chart topping hits.

More pictures of the Fundraising evening
can be found overleaf 

All pictures courtesy of Ray Farley
➥
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Chinese Wellbeing Liverpool Fundraiser 2018
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Ronald McDonald House
Alder Hey

‘Cake Off’ raises over £200
HANKS to Brand Communications Agency, Bolland & Lowe, and 
Professional Liverpool, and with kind permission of Bruntwood, an extra
special Valentine’s Day event took place at the Old Hall in the Cotton 

Exchange on 14 February. The event was held to help raise funds for Ronald
McDonald House, located at Alder Hey. The two businesses combined to host
the latest ‘Get Your Cake On’, when contestants were asked to bake a cake
with the stipulation – ‘What does love taste like on a plate?’ Eight people
took up the challenge and presented 11 delicious looking cakes for the four
judges, to sample before announcing their favourite. Chef, Sean Paul Redding,
Bacaro’s Colette Poole and the popular restaurant’s head chef Matt Walsh,
were joined by Ceri Newton of Gorge’us Tea Rooms, the Spital-based, award
winning Homemade Cakes outlet, and the four had a tough task to choose
just one cake from the amazing selection of tasty offerings. However, after
much debate - and eating of cake of course, they decided that the winning
cake(s) were the Belgian Truffle Cupcakes baked by a delighted Cath Gaskell.
The judges also highly commended Jenny Briscoe for her delightful Jamie
Dodger Cupcakes. There was also a People’s vote, taken by those who kindly
donated an ‘entrance’ cost on the day, helping to raise £200 for the charity
in just over an hour. This vote was won by Glenys Underwood for her 
chocolate tiramisu cake. John Lowe Managing Director of Bolland & Lowe,
said: “We host this event to raise awareness of Ronald McDonald House, as
this is an independent charity in Liverpool supporting parents at a time when
they need it most - when their children are seriously ill. Head of Fundraising
at Ronald McDonald House, Gill Willson, said: “We were delighted to once
again have this event in our support, as it raises the charities awareness in
the commercial sector and helps us to share the love we have at the 
house. We were delighted to receive over £200 – it will really make a 
difference. “Alex Clark, Operations Manager at Professional Liverpool added: 
“Professional Liverpool and our members were delighted to support this
event for such a good cause. It is also great to see such amazing baking talent
in the commercial sector of Liverpool.”

www.rmhc.org.uk/our-houses/alder-hey

“The House that Love built”

T

John Lowe (Bolland & Lowe) pictured centre
with the four judges

Judges (L-R) Sean Paul Redding, Colette Poole,
Matt Walsh and Ceri Newton

Judges Winner Cath Gaskell

Winner of the people's vote, Glenys Underwood (left), 
with Ceri Newton and Gill Wilson (Ronald McDonald House)

Winning Cupcakes

Anna Cummings
Spotlight on...

WHICH AREA DO YOU LIVE AND WHICH SCHOOL 
DID YOU ATTEND?
I live in Hightown. I went to Sacred Heart Catholic College in
Crosby, from 2010-2017, and while there I studied English 
Literature, Ethics and Philosophy and I.T for my AS/A Levels.  

WHEN DID YOU JOIN BWM?
I have been at BWM since Monday 9th October 2017.

WHAT IS YOUR ROLE AT BWM? 
I joined BWM as an apprentice administration/marketing assistant
and undertake a variety of roles, each of which are helping me to
develop my overall working skills.

OUTSIDE OF YOUR WORKING HOURS 
WHAT IS YOUR FAVOURITE PASTIME?
I love spending time with my family and friends. I also enjoy going
shopping and travelling to different cities in the UK and Europe. 

WHAT WOULD BE YOUR DREAM HOLIDAY DESTINATION?
Without doubt it would be the Maldives. It looks like it has the
most gorgeous beaches and it would be great to soak up the sun
in such beautiful surroundings.

WHO OR WHAT MAKES YOU LAUGH?
I am fortunate that all of my family and friends make me laugh,
while TV shows such as Bad Education are hilarious for me!

BWM Chartered Accountants 
6th Floor, Castle Chambers • 43 Castle Street • Liverpool L2 9HS

IF YOU BOOKED A TABLE FOR 6 FOR A DINNER PARTY, 
WHICH 5 GUESTS (PAST OR PRESENT) WOULD YOU LIKE 
TO HAVE SITTING WITH YOU?
Certainly my mum and my granddad - and then alongside them 
I would invite the following three people; Beyoncé, Jack Whitehall
and Sandra Bullock, as they are my favourite celebrities and it
would be great to have a chat with each of them.  

WHAT’S YOUR FAVOURITE GUILTY PLEASURE?
A boiling hot bubble bath is sheer bliss! 
I especially love taking them in winter.

WHAT IS YOUR FAVOURITE BOOK AND FILM OF ALL TIME?
My favourite book is The Fault in our Stars, written by John Green,                                 
and the best film I have seen is Dream Girls – I love Beyoncé so it’s
my favourite!

IF YOU WON THE LOTTERY WHAT WOULD YOU DO?
I would go on a huge shopping spree – that would be amazing!

BACK TO WORK! – WHAT ARE YOUR MAIN AMBITIONS 
WITH BWM GOING FORWARD?
I hope to finish my apprenticeship in October 2018 and then see
what new opportunities are available to me as a result. 

HOW CAN YOU BE CONTACTED AT AGNES MARKETING?
Email: anna.c@bwm.co.uk   Tel: 0151 236 1494



BWM are a leading, independent chartered accountancy practice in
Liverpool with a heritage that can be traced back to 1926. The firm
provides a wide range of accountancy and business support services
to organisations and individuals across the North West; and their
client base ranges from individuals and families to large companies
and charities. 

GENERAL DATA PROTECTION 
REGULATIONS

(GDPR)
HE new GDPR is a Data Protection framework that affords
greater scope, much tougher punishments and judicial
remedy for those who those who fail to comply with new
rules regarding the storage and handling of personal data,
be it in physical or electronic format. 

In this edition of My Planet Liverpool, Vicki Harper, Client Services
Director at BWM, introduces a special client *Guide produced 
by the company to help existing and new clients understand the
new General Data Protection Regulations that come into force 
on 25th May 2018.

*Please note that this article and the full guide is intended to 
highlight some of the issues and is not to give exhaustive coverage
of this topic. Professional advice should always be taken before 
action is either taken or refrained from. 

WHYARE THESE NEW LAWS BEING INTRODUCED?

Since the original Data Protection Act was introduced in 1998,
technology and the internet have developed so quickly that 
the current rules are today deemed ineffective. The ease and 
sophistication of data collection means that thousands of 
SMEs not only collect personal details but store, move and 
access them online and this has helped to bring about an 
increase in cybercriminals, with more than £1billion being 
lost by UK companies alone in 2016 to cybercrime. Major data
breaches have given criminals access to names, birthdates 
and addresses, along with social security and pension information.
A recent Federation of Small Businesses (FSB) report claims that
SMEs are now more likely to be targeted by cybercriminals than
larger companies as SMEs are considered softer targets!

The introduction of the new GDPR is considered a real necessity 
for the protection of data in our modern, internet-based society. 
It also gives the opportunity to take a fresh look at your data 
security, as data breaches may impact on your business and its 
reputation.

WHAT ARE THE KEY CHANGES FOR SMEs?

Any company that processes personal data will need to comply
with the new obligations. That means firstly understanding the
changes to the existing processes under the new rules.

CONSENT  
DO YOU HAVE EXPLICIT CONSENT FROM INDIVIDUALS 
FOR THE DATA YOU HOLD ABOUT THEM?
Under the new GDPR rules the requirements have been tightened
significantly. Businesses MUST keep a detailed record of how and
when an individual gives their consent to store and use their 
personal data. This means a positive agreement and CANNOT 
be inferred from a pre-ticked box.

NEW RESPONSIBILITIES 
ARE YOU A DATA PROCESSOR OR DATA CONTROLLER 
RESPONSIBLE FOR THE PROCESSING OF PERSONAL DATA?
Under the GDPR, data processors will have a greater legal liability
and are required to maintain records of personal data and 
processing activities. There are also further obligations on 
controllers to ensure that any third-party contractors also 
comply with the GDPR e.g. cloud hosting or outsourcing.

ACCOUNTABILITY  
DO YOU HAVE A DATA PROTECTION PROGRAMME 
AND ARE YOU ABLE TO PROVIDE EVIDENCE OF HOW YOU
WILL COMPLY WITH THE REQUIREMENTS OF THE GDPR?
Organisational and technical measures to protect personal data are
now the responsibility of the data controller and data processor –
data protection and privacy requirements should be built into the
development of your business processes and systems. Data should
be kept secure and this will require a review of current practices in
order to prevent data breaches.

MANDATORY BREACH NOTIFICATION 
WOULD YOU BE ABLE TO NOTIFY A DATA PROTECTION 
SUPERVISORY AUTHORITY OF A DATA BREACH WITHIN 
72 HOURS?  
You will need internal processes that allow you to report and 
manage communications quickly and accurately with those 
consumers affected by any breach.

NEW RIGHTS  
DO YOU KNOW HOW YOU WILL COMPLY WITH THE NEW
RIGHTS; THE RIGHT TO BE FORGOTTEN, THE RIGHT TO DATA
PORTABILITY AND THE RIGHT TO OBJECT TO DATA PROFILING?
You will need processes in place to comply and reassure that these
rights have been adhered to (including notifying third-parties). 
Customers or individuals have the right to withdraw consent. 
Details must be permanently erased. 

DATA PROTECTION OFFICERS  
DO YOU CONDUCT LARGE SCALE SYSTEMATIC MONITORING
(INCLUDING EMPLOYEE DATA) OR PROCESS LARGE AMOUNTS
OF SENSITIVE PERSONAL DATA?
Where large scale processing of data is evident a dedicated Data
Protection Officer needs to be appointed.

HOW CAN BWM HELP?
If you require further help with your planning for GDPR please 
contact BWM. If required the company can introduce you to an 
expert in this area who can perform an information audit and 
work with you towards GDPR compliance.  

For more information please contact: 
Vicki Harper, Client Services Director
BWM Chartered Accountants
6th Floor • Castle Chambers • 43 Castle Street • Liverpool • L2 9SH

t: 0151 236 1494 f: 0151 236 1095 • e: enquiries@bwm.co.uk • www.bwm.co.uk

GDPR 
PLANNING 

CHECKLIST

1
2
3
4
5

6
7

The following checklist will help you to 
prepare for the GDPR by documenting existing
procedures, looking for areas to strengthen.
This checklist should not be relied upon as 
comprehensive guidance but as a reminder 
of some of the key points of GDPR and users
should refer to the Information Commissioner’s
Office for more detailed guidance. 
Please visit: www.ico.org.uk 

1: Review all data held and ask 
“why is it held?” and “do you still need it?
And “is it safe?” Make sure you note the
different sorts of data you hold 
e.g. employees, customers, suppliers, 
third parties;

2: Look at your consent procedures as well
as privacy notices on your website and
terms of business. Do you get customers to
positively agree to you holding their data?

3: Document the reasons you hold data
e.g. consent, legitimate interest or a legal
obligation to collect and process data;

4: Plan how you will handle data requests
and the right to be forgotten from 
individuals within new timescales;

5: Look at your processes to keep data
safe, identify any problem areas (e.g. data
held on mobile devices) and decide how
you can reduce the risk of data breaches
(e.g. encryption). This will mean also 
looking at your back-up security of data,
computer and passwords and identifying
new technology to help you comply with
the GDPR;

6: Document the procedures you have in
place to detect, report and investigate 
data breaches and let EVERYONE in your
business know about your new data 
protection policy;

7: Consider who in your business will be
the person responsible for the GDPR and
making sure ALL employees are aware 
of the new regulations and ensuring 
compliance. 

You will need to use your judgement to confirm
that you have proportionate governance measures
if you complete the planning yourself or you may
choose to an external consultant. Document 
the actions you are planning to take and note 
the changes.

T

V I C K I  H A R P E R
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As a further guide to the forthcoming introduction of GDPR,
BWM hosted a Breakfast & Networking Seminar at their 
Castle Chambers office on Tuesday 27th February. 
The event was held in order to advise the invited guests on 
what “YOU NEED TO KNOW ABOUT GDPR AND PUTTING THIS
INTO PRACTICE.”

BWM BREAKFAST & 
NETWORKING SEMINAR ON

THE NEW 
GENERAL DATA PROTECTION 

REGULATIONS
(GDPR)

T turned out to be a very informative event for those in
attendance, and the morning started with a welcoming
cup of coffee/tea and tasty bacon/sausage/egg butties 
or delicious croissants, prior to the guests settling down

to hear three extremely insightful talks on the topic of GDPR
given by the morning’s main speakers, Michael Sandys, 
Nick Holden and James Dunningham. 

The first speaker to be introduced by Andy Oakes, Partner at
BWM, was Michael Sandys.

Michael is a Partner at Guy Williams Layton Solicitors and a
highly experienced commercial lawyer. He regularly advises
businesses on company law and keeping them abreast of a
n ever-changing set of laws and regulations, particularly in 
relation to technology. 

He also explained about some of the legal aspects that we
should all be aware of once the new GDPR comes into force.
He explained about who the new GDPR would apply to and
also talked about the key terms involved, DATA, the DATA
SUBJECT, who the INFORMATION COMMISSIONS OFFICE
(ICO) were and what was meant by SUBJECT ACCESS 
REQUEST. 

Michael then moved on to explain about Risk & Appliance 
before moving on to the new DEFINITIONS and OBLIGATIONS
that would come into use through GDPR. He then explained
how the previous EIGHT PRINCIPLES of Data Protection would
be replaced by SIX NEW PRINCIPLES. 

Michael also spoke about the EIGHT MAIN Practical changes
to the Data Protection Act 1998 and what companies should
be aware of when the new regulation comes in. These being
(A) A higher standard for CONSENT, (B) reviewing your 
PROCESSES and RECORDS, (C) ALTERNATIVES TO CONSENT
and (D) RECORDING CONSENT, (E) DEMONSTRATING 
COMPLIANCE, (F) Read up on some of the new requirements
that the CONTROLLER/PROCESSOR of your business should 
be aware of. (G) The steps that your company should be 
taking to put in place BEST PRACTICE now and 
(H) What are the potential PENALTIES if you get it wrong?

The next speaker to be introduced was Nick Holden.
Nick is Managing Director at Nexus Protection Services
(Nexus Protect), and runs this progressive consultancy 
practice that provides security, safety and business resilience
solutions, including services in relation to the legal and the
practical application of the GDPR. Nick spoke on the subject 
of PRACTICAL GDPR.

He gave an insight to what may be the most likely state of 
play at the time GDPR comes into force at the end of May,
highlighting the possibility for an inconsistent implementation
of GDPR across EU, within countries and within sectors – with
some countries being ahead and some behind with regards
being ready to implement the new regulations. It is also 
expected that substantial numbers of organisations will not
have completed compliance migrations – and many won’t
even have started. A number of aggrieved, newly enfranchised
data subjects will be interesting to observe by way of testing
the extent of their new rights.

For more information please contact: 
Vicki Harper, Client Services Director
BWM Chartered Accountants
6th Floor • Castle Chambers • 43 Castle Street • Liverpool • L2 9SH

t: 0151 236 1494 f: 0151 236 1095 • e: enquiries@bwm.co.uk • www.bwm.co.uk
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Nick explained the methods that we should have in place to
keep out of trouble and highlighted two main threat sources:
(1) AGGRIEVED DATA SUBJECTS – How people who felt that
they have been wronged have the right to make complaints
and/or seek compensation. (2) PERSONAL DATA BREACHES –
All personal data breaches have to be reported to Supervisory
Authority, so be able to show that you have prioritised the 
following; (a) Governance; (b) Identifying what data you 
have – and on what grounds you have it? (c) Eliminating data
archives you don’t need/shouldn’t have; (d) Deploying compliant
data subject documentation – Privacy notices, subject access
request processes; (e) Incident response and data breach 
reporting processes; (f) Cyber security: put in place systems
that make breaches much less likely.

Nick then explained how in order to ensure data protection
compliance we need to ensure that our organisation has taken
appropriate technical and organisational measures to protect
the personal data it processes. He asked that we think about
all the personal data we hold, including manual records and
electronic files and portable devices such as laptops.

He pointed out what we should be looking to do to help best
practice - look at your data inventory and what types of data
you hold, how much do you have? And why are you holding
it? And how is the information held and where? How is it 
secured? Who has access to it? Do you delete it and when? 
Do you share the data you hold with third parties? –
And are you aware that you will need to review any 
contracts regarding the sharing of information with them?

Nick finished by suggesting that companies should be able 
to show compliance with GDPR by way of the Controller
adopting internal policies and putting in place measures that
meet, in particular, the principles of Data Protection by design
and also by default. Businesses should also ensure that they
become compliant and maintain compliance by having robust
and effective policies and procedures in place.

The morning’s final speaker was James Dunningham.

James is a Director with Kenyons, a full servicing marketing
communications agency whose headquarters are in Liverpool.
James has considerable knowledge of all aspects on marketing,
having worked in in-house marketing roles (including not 
for profit organisations) and he is currently advising a wide
spectrum of clients on best practice. 

James talked about the implications for marketing under 
the new GDPR, asking how our data is currently Collected,
Recorded, Stored, Disclosed and Erased. He showed a correct
compliant GDPR information gathering form and a non 
compliant one, pointing out the differences that can mean
compliance or non compliance. James also explained that
when recording, storing, disclosing or erasing information
then Spreadsheets saved here and there are not acceptable –
and never really have been – and said that now is a good time
to invest in quality CRM systems – as it has been since 1998!

He identified the following areas as being of greatest impact:
(a) Direct marketing (b) Email marketing and
(c) Marketing/email automation. When working with 
marketing & web agencies check what data do they hold 
on your behalf? How is it recorded and stored? How can 
you access it? And are there systems in place for disclosure 
and removal of data if requested by a subject? 

James advised that companies should be acting NOW by 
AUDITING data, including all mailing and emailing lists, 
IMPLEMENTING compliant data collection points and 
REVIEWING data processes for recording and storage. 
Companies should also Invest in CRM systems and 
CONTENT MARKETING STRATEGIES – so giving people 
a reason to engage with you and give you consent for 
future communications.

In summing up, Nick, Michael and James all agreed that
the new GDPR was a matter of common sense and that it
was an opportunity to all look on the bright side – after
all – this is good practice!” DON’T spam people who are
not interested in your brand, products and services but
DO implement smaller targeted campaigns that will 
generate greater conversion and deliver better results.

James Dunningham

Nick Holden

Michael Sandys
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SANCTUARY
ARRIVES ON CASTLE STREET

Another new outlet has added to the seemingly unlimited food and
drink appeal of Castle Street, as the one time ‘Banking Street’ continues

to attract culinary entrepreneurs to this historic thoroughfare, one of
Liverpool’s original seven streets and the gateway to Liverpool Town

Hall, one our city’s oldest buildings.

N another bow to Liverpool’s history, well-known local 
businessman Tony Burns has named his latest venue, 
Sanctuary Tap, in honour of the Sanctuary Stone, the 
medieval landmark that is situated on the pavement directly
outside the new bar’s door. The stone is believed to be one

of the boundary markers for the popular Liverpool fairs, which
are first mentioned in 1292-1296. During these fairs the ordinary
rules of law and order were suspended, giving local vagabonds
and thieves ‘Sanctuary’ from the law. 

It is probably the only surviving surface
monument of the city’s medieval past and
now you can gaze upon this little bit of
Liverpool history whilst enjoying a mouth-
watering pie and a favourable pint of real
ale, or a heady cocktail if so minded, as
this welcome addition to the street serves
up a selection of real ales from the 
award winning Saddlers and Hawkshead
breweries to wash down a choice of wonderful homemade pies
accompanied by delicious and stomach-filling mash and gravy.

Tony said, “It was important to me to retain the history of the 
building and this has been an important aspect of the refit of what
was previously home to a Building Society. Working with  design
and build company TJM Projects, the interior has been stripped back
to reveal, amongst other things, a pitch pine floor and a beautiful
stained glass window that dates back to the 1800s.” 

“When it came to choosing the beer we wanted to sell, the team
and I visited both the Saddlers and Hawkshead breweries and
were made to feel very welcome. We were all inspired by the
quality of the products and passion of the brewers as they
helped us understand what goes into the process of brewing
quality beers and how the ales should be treated - both in their
brewery and after they leave it.”

“The two breweries helped us with training and in choosing the
cask ales that would most suit our guests.
We decided to keep our food offering 
simple and homemade - and what goes
better with a pint of real ale than pie and
mash! We have been overwhelmed with
people’s response and we sell out of the
pies most days, especially when guests take
advantage of our special ‘A Pie & Mash and
a Pint for £8.00’ offer, which has been a
roaring success.”

Tony reveals that Sanctuary Tap has more in store for us. “We
have plans for a “meet the brewer” night and a quiz night which
will reflect the modern twist on the traditional pub.”

Open from 11am until late 7 days a week, Sanctuary Tap offers
a great alternative to the cocktail bars and high end restaurants
that currently occupy Castle Street.

“We decided to keep our
food offering simple and

homemade – and what goes
better with a pint of real ale

than pie and mash!”    
Tony Burns 

i
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EMPOWERING THE SALES PEOPLE OF LIVERPOOL 
AND BEYOND TO SMASH THEIR TARGETS 

AND BECOME SALES NINJAS
We know that working in sales can be a lonely place, partly be-
cause your support network is small. You have your boss, who
only wants to know when you are going to hit your target,
speaks about nothing else and forgets instantly on the 1st of
the next month that you ever hit any target. Sometimes this
boss, no fault of his or her own, is simply the best sales person
bumped up into this role. They are great at selling but with lit-
tle or no management ability they are no use in that role and
only serve to de-motivate you. The final pieces of your support
network jigsaw are the other sales people in your company,
who each want to steal every single one of your leads and
don't care if you never eat again – as long as they hit their own
target!

The Sales Dojo wants to change all this. Our way of doing so is
to once a month bring together the various sales forces of
Merseyside in order to hear from some of the sharpest, hard-

est working, and most dedicated sellers and motivational
speakers in the country, to share best practice and prove that
iron does indeed sharpen iron. Different speakers, different
venues but one aim – to help you sell more and live a better
life.

So, whether you are a business owner, sales rep, business de-
velopment manager or work in any role that relies on sales to
bring in money, come along to our next event and we guaran-
tee that you will learn methods, techniques, hints and tips to
help you sell more, earn more, smash your sales targets and so
allow you to buy those shoes, holidays, homes and fancy cars
and achieve your version of success as a bona fide Sales Ninja. 

We only ask that you share what you learn with your friends,
families, colleagues and co-workers, so that together we be-
come stronger.

THE SALES DOJO 
2018 UPCOMING EVENTS AND SPEAKERS:

DATE                           VENUE                       SPEAKER 1            SPEAKER 2              SPEAKER 3

21st March                  Jurys Inn
                           Liverpool Waterfront         Mike Holmes      Elaine Atherton     Charlie McIntyre
                                      L3 4FN                               

19th April                   Launch 22
                      12 Tithebarn Street L2 2DT      Andy Guile        Nicola Forshaw       Dave Verburg

FOR MORE INFORMATION AND HOW TO BOOK YOUR PLACE AT THE ABOVE EVENTS 
PLEASE CONTACT: improve@thesalesdojo.com

John Hall is the CEO of Professional Liverpool and is a 
well-known and highly respected figure in our region’s 
business community. In each edition of My Planet Liverpool
John kindly writes his own views on the professional sector 
of our city. In this issue he welcomes Professional Liverpool
members and potential new members to 2018.

Promoting 
Professional Excellence

in the Liverpool City Region
Firstly, may I wish you all a happy and prosperous New Year. 

2017 was a very successful year for Professional Liverpool. 
Membership increased significantly and we staged in the region
of 100 events, substantially more than previous years. I do not
believe that the increased quantity has affected the quality. 
The results of our recent member survey (93.6% felt the level of
service was good to excellent) were very pleasing but we will
consider any constructive comments and act appropriately.

Our role as the Advisory Board for the Professional and Financial
sector to the LEP is taking shape and this year we wish to build
upon our strong links with the city region’s universities and to
strengthen our links with Merseyside Young Professionals. They
are, after all, the future, so there is now a standing invitation
from us to Phil Adams, Chairman of MYP, to be an observer at
our board meetings. Whether he learns anything from doing 
this is another matter!!! 

Throughout 2018, we will be holding the usual Professional 
Liverpool events, featuring a mix of networking, matters of local
concern, informed presentations from speakers on various topics
of interest and issues of members that may be causing concern,

such as the skills gap or the local political landscape. Indeed, 
as you read this, several events will have already taken place 
during January and February.

We have recently upgraded our website and it is now much 
easier for members to access their profiles. Emma Rittenberg
(featured in the last issue of MPL) has sailed through her 
probationary period with us and is now a fully-fledged member
of the team.

At our AGM we welcomed Philip Rooney (DLA Piper), Emma
Stoddart (Grant Thornton) and Mark Davies (K2 Architects) 
to the board and I have no doubt at all that their experience and
enthusiasm will be of great benefit to Professional Liverpool.

A few dates to note in your diary for this year include:
9 May: Chester Races 

13 June: Professional Liverpool Golf Day at Royal Liverpool GC  

............................................................
For more information on Professional Liverpool and how to become a member 

or for details on all events please visit www.professionaliverpool.com 
or contact:

Professional Liverpool Limited  
Suite 111d • Cotton Exchange • Bixteth Street • Liverpool L3 9LQ

Tel: 0151 236 6084   Email: info@professionaliverpool.com
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Professional Liverpool is always on hand to support their members in order to help them improve
their businesses in any way they can and to increase their network of contacts. Already in 2018 PL

has collaborated in a series of network events arranged to give members the opportunity to listen to
the views of a variety of prominent guest speakers. At the same time this enables our members to

meet new people and increase their portfolio of contacts from within the local business community.
In this issue of My Planet Liverpool we highlight three of these events.

Professional Liverpool
Promoting Professional Excellence

in the Liverpool City Region

PAUL FITZPATRICK NHS
The first networking lunch of 2018 
was held at the Old Hall at the Cotton
Exchange, Bixteth Street on 24 January
and the afternoon’s guest speaker was
Paul Fitzpatrick, Director of Estates 
and Facilities Aintree Hospital NHS
Foundation Trust. Paul, who joined 
the NHS in 1994 as a Project Engineer,
delivered an interesting and eloquent
talk on ‘The challenges of managing
the NHS estate during these difficult
times of austerity.’ Since joining the
NHS, Paul has held a series of posts 
primarily working on developing and
delivering trusts capital programme
and including the successful delivery of
many significant strategic developments,
including several NHS Procure 21
schemes. Paul became Deputy Director
of Estates in 2001 and subsequently
Director of Estates in 2003 at Stockport
NHS Foundation Trust. In 2008 the 
opportunity arose to move to Liverpool
as Director of Estates & Facilities at 
Aintree University Hospital NHS 
Foundation Trust. Aintree University
Hospital Estates and Facilities Team
now also deliver management of 
associated hard and soft FM teams 
at other local trusts; Walton Centre,
Liverpool Heart and Chest Hospital 
and Liverpool Women’s Hospital –
further extending Pauls sphere of 
influence. 

ASENTIV

Professional Liverpool returned to the Cotton 
Exchange’s Old Hall on 5 February, on this occasion
for a workshop hosted by Dave Verburg of 
Asentiv, a company that specialises in helping
businesses to grow through creating a team of
professionals who want to work and succeed 
together. The workshop focused on ‘Making 
The Most Of Your Networks’. The event, very
popular with PL members, heard Dave ask “Are
you getting all the referrals you want for your
business? and “Do you get referrals predictably
and consistently or by chance?” Dave explained 
to the audience how business owners understand
the value of referrals but they don’t often have
control over their referral business. He told of how
‘Referral Marketing’ is the most effective form of
marketing for businesses with limited marketing
budgets and explained that if you are willing to 
invest the time to learn specific referral marketing
strategies, tools, and techniques you can double,
even triple your sales in months – without spending
additional marketing costs. The workshop, which
involved the participation of the attendees, 
covered important aspects of business, including,
‘Learn how to develop a strategic referral network’
‘Discover who should be in it and how to find
them’ and ‘Measure how well your current 
networking activities are supporting your referral
marketing….or not!’ Dave introduced some 
specific techniques that gave a great insight to the
possibilities of generating more sales in less time
by doing business by relationship – underlining
that if you don’t have a referral marketing plan for
your business and unless you can find more time
and work harder than you already are, then you
really do have to work smarter and not harder!

JOHN HAYNES

Red Door on Berry Street played host 
to this third featured Professional 
Liverpool networking event and the
evening was enlivened by the always
entertaining and passionate John
Haynes. John is the founder of the 
Liverpool International Coaching
Academy and one of the world’s 
premier business consultants and 
motivational speakers. He has over four
decades of mentoring top companies
throughout the world and, as everyone
who has ever met him will know, is an
enthusiastic and compelling speaker
whose passionate belief in doing good
and willingness to help others never
fails to inspire – “Let us Fly with the 
Eagles” is his motto and he will 
always do his best to ensure that 
those seeking his advice and help will
be motivated to do just that! The
drinks and nibbles kindly provided 
by the hosts were followed by one 
of John’s inspirational talks, on this 
occasion regarding ‘How to achieve
your sales goals in 2018’ – and there
is no doubt that all of the guests will
have left for home with a more than
positive mindset!

Professional Liverpool is delighted to welcome three new 
board members following the appointments in January of 
Mark Davies, Philip Rooney and Emma Stoddart

Professional 
Liverpool
welcome new additions to Board

MARK DAVIES

Sector: Architecture & Masterplanning
Mark is Architect Director and co-founder in
2009 of K2 Architects, who are based in
School Lane, Liverpool. He graduated in
2001, making the final shortlist for the RIBA
Presidents Medal. He went on to work for
the UK’s largest architectural practice, and
was one of the BDP team that aided the
new Liverpool ONE 42-acre retail district to
be short-listed for RIBA’s 2009 Stirling Prize. 

Mark’s focus is on the creative direction of
the K2 practice and communicating these
ideas to the outside world. Working closely
with clients across both public and private
sectors, he is developing a dialogue and 
studio culture that has brought innovation
across all schemes. He sits on a number of
boards and is Vice-Chairman of the Forum
of the Built Environment Liverpool branch
and more recently joined the Liverpool Steering Group, a private sector board that
leads a delegation for the world’s leading property market, MIPIM, Cannes.

Outside of working hours Mark enjoys spending time with his family. He has three
children and helps with his son’s rugby team and when time allows he likes to
watch the odd game. Mark appreciates fine food, cheese and wine, and has a 
penchant for Barolo. He also likes to watch films and lists his favourites as; Wolf 
of Wall Street, Goodfellas, Shawshank Redemption, Lethal Weapon, Dirty Rotten
Scoundrels and confesses to Grease 2 as being a guilty pleasure. Although his 
musical tastes are eclectic he is a big fan of classical music but can enjoy listening 
to everything from Andrea Bocelli to Take That. Whilst not having the opportunity
to read a lot, Mark does like a good autobiography.

PHILIP ROONEY

Sector: Law/Real estate
Philip is a Solicitor and partner in the real 
estate team at DLA Piper UK LLP, where, since
qualifying as a solicitor in 1980, he has advised
a range of major investors, public sector 
organisations and major corporate space 
occupiers on investing in, developing, 
managing and exploiting their property assets
throughout the UK. From 1998 to 2004 he
was DLA Piper's Head of UK Real Estate and
from 2004 to 2013 was managing partner 
of its Liverpool office. He was a director and
deputy chair of The Mersey Partnership from
2010 to 2012, since when he has been a
member of the Liverpool City Region LEP 
Advisory Council. Philip was Treasurer of 
Liverpool Law Society from 2014 to 2017, 
during which time he led a successful project
to relocate the Society's offices to the Helix
Building on Edmund Street.

Away from his work, Philip enjoys spending
time travelling, eating good food and playing
tennis “badly”! His favourite films are Gladiator,
Enigma and The Imitation Game, while music
from these films, added to anything from Pink
Floyd to 10CC and from Sibelius to Allegri,
gets his musical attention. Robert Harris, 
author of books such as Enigma, Fatherland
and The Fear Index is his favourite writer and
he will read anything written by him.

EMMA STODDART

Sector: Financial
Emma is a Partner at Grant Thornton, who she joined as an accounts & audit trainee 
at the age of 19. After qualifying five years later she progressed through manager 
roles and became a director in 2010 and partner in 2016. Emma works mainly with
owner-managed businesses across a range of sizes and sectors covering hotel and 
leisure companies, professional practices, property companies, online retail, technology
businesses and many more.
Emma likes to spend her time away from the office enjoying the delights of Anglesey
with her husband, daughter and son and tries to have as much time as possible with her
family at the weekends. ‘Dirty Dancing’ and ‘Pretty Woman’ are two upbeat ‘girly’ films
that Emma loves and when opting to watch a sad, weepy, she goes for the Green Mile.
Tangled is her favourite ‘watching with the kids’ film. Emma’s musical taste is quite 
eclectic and she will listen to most of whatever the current chart music at the time is. 
The ‘Secret Dreamworld of a Shopaholic’ by Sophie Kinsella (pen name of Madelaine
Wickham) is Emma’s all-time favourite novel, while she is currently enjoying reading 
the brilliant ‘Why Mummy Drinks’ by Gill Sims.
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The Slaughter House is also the home to one 
of the best comedy clubs in the country 
LAUGHTERHOUSE, which was voted the number one
comedy club in Liverpool on the independent review site Trip
Advisor. Located in the compact basement of the pub,
Laughterhouse has played host to some of the UK comedy’s
biggest names, including John Bishop, Sarah Millican and
Jason Manford. You can enjoy a great night of comedy at the
Laughterhouse from 8.00–10.00pm every Friday and Satur-
day night and then follow up by going upstairs to further
enjoy some great live music until late.

LIVE MUSIC
The Slaughter House is renowned for its great 
nights of live music. It is a great venue for live
music and features performances from a variety
of local singers and bands at the weekends,
while each Thursday evening from 8pm there is
an OPEN MIC night hosted by Jake Doran and
which includes ONE FREE DRINK for every singer.

LIVE SPORTS COVERAGE
Sports lovers need look no further than The
Slaughter House. The pub has several large
screens located throughout bar area and is an
official Carling Premier League pub, enabling
them to feature all of the Premier League and
Champion’s League matches that are shown 
live on both Sky Sports and BT Sports. 
The pub also shows all of the major sporting
events throughout the year, including boxing
world-title fights and horse racing, which can 
be seen on both Racing UK and At The Races. 

The Slaughter House
FLAGSHIP VENUE FOR 
THE LAUGHTERHOUSE COMEDY CLUB

TASTY TRADITIONAL PUB GRUB plus
LIVE MUSIC, SPORT AND COMEDY

Located on Fenwick Street, just around the corner from
Merseyrail’s James Street Station, The Slaughter House
sits handily in the centre of Liverpool’s bustling 
restaurant and business quarter, and is one of 
Liverpool’s oldest pub venues. If you live in Liverpool 
or are just visiting our wonderful city and are 
looking for a great night out, then why not call in 
to The Slaughter House –
there's no better night out than here!!!

FOOD & DRINK
The Slaughter House offers an extensive
range of drinks and food, including their
award-winning pint of Guinness. The pub’s
traditional home-cooked meals, all of which
are served seven days a week, include a very
tasty range of Light Bites and Main Meals,
alongside our nation’s favourite Traditional
Pub Grub and there is also a Children’s
Menu available. 
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NEWS in brief

Double honour 
for Emma
Emma Carey, who has been partner at MSB Solicitors since June
2005, took over from the retiring Paul Bibby as managing 
partner of MSB on the 1st March and says she hopes to sustain
and grow the firm’s agenda for ‘doing things differently’ and
continue to drive progressive policies in equality and inclusion.
Emma says: “I believe in the power of a diverse workforce and
the benefits it presents for clients, and as such I am committed
to cultivating an environment where all staff feel empowered 
to achieve their full potential.”

Emma previously headed up the firm’s family department and
under her leadership MSB’s family team have won a number of
local, regional and national awards and accreditations – most 
recently being named the National Family Awards’ Firm for 
the North 2017. This year she has made the shortlist for the
2018 British LGBT Awards, a ceremony that aims to showcase
individuals and organisations that have demonstrated an 
outstanding commitment to the LGBT community. Emma has
been nominated for the Corporate Ally of the Year accolade 
for her work to promote diversity in the workplace and, in 
particular, her efforts to establish a LGBT+ network at the firm.
Previous winners of the award include comedian Alan Carr, 
TV host Graham Norton, sports presenter Clare Balding and 
acting royalty, Sir Ian McKellan. Local lads John Bishop and 
Paul O’Grady have also made the list.

Of her nomination, Emma adds: “I am delighted to have been
nominated for LGBT Corporate Ally and I am proud every day
that I manage a firm where all our staff, irrespective of sexuality,
gender, race or social circumstance, feel supported, included and
empowered to reach their full potential. We all, as individuals,
have something unique to offer to the workplace and to the
world, and we recognise that at MSB. We appreciate the value
of having a multi-faceted, multi-skilled and diverse workforce
and the benefits it presents for our clients. I do not view equality
and diversity as a business ‘policy’ – a set of rules we are obliged
to follow. I see equality and 
inclusion as something that 
guides our principles and 
defines our values.”

FRANKLIN REIDS PROPERTY
SIGNS UP FOR 
SOME SIGNATURE LIVING
Franklin Reids Property, the Liverpool based property
sales, letting and management agents have been 
appointed as the new agents for Signature Living’s 
residential property portfolios in Liverpool.

The deal will see Franklin Reids firstly appointed as block 
managing agent for Signature Living’s West Africa House 
residential development in the city centre. This will be the first
of what will be a series of arrangements across its residential
portfolio. Signature Living is the latest high profile client to
hire the Liverpool city centre based property company, which
was set up in 2016 by former Jones Lang LaSalle surveyor 
Natalie Ormrod. 

The Liverpool born entrepreneur founded Franklin Reids 
after seeing a niche in the property market for a different 
professional approach to commercial property clients’ needs
that was being under serviced by existing agents in the city.
Natalie has over 10 years of experience in the residential and
commercial property sectors managing residential sales and
letting, client portfolios, investment properties and block
management. 

Since graduating from Liverpool John Moores University 
as a surveyor, Natalie has worked for a number of property
companies and amongst many other roles during her time at
JLL she was responsible for valuations on land and property
developments for several of the UK’s biggest house builders,
covering the entire North West from Cumbria to Lancashire,
Cheshire and North Wales. Natalie has also worked for a number
of London based and overseas property investors who are
now pro-actively investing in Liverpool and the North West’s
booming residential and commercial property sectors.

Commenting on the new appointment Natalie said; 
“We are absolutely delighted to be working with Lawrence
and Katie Kenwright and Signature Living on their residential
property portfolio. Signature Living is one of Liverpool's 
phenomenal success stories and is fast becoming one of the
leading property developers and operators in the city and the
North West. Liverpool is an exciting and vibrant city for UK
and overseas property investors, which has benefited from an
immense transformation of inward investment, job creation
and a booming business sector. “This not only provides a
buoyant residential market but also provides above average
yields and returns for investors. 

Signature Living Chairman, Lawrence Kenwright, said; 
“We are very pleased to be working with Natalie and 
Franklin Reids to manage 
our residential property
portfolios in Liverpool. 
Natalie has a wealth of 
property knowledge and 
expertise in this field and 
will bring a very professional
approach in dealing with
both investors and tenants 
in our developments.”

Tenants at Liverpool’s No 4
St Paul’s Square are blazing 
a trail across the UK
A collaborative and progressive working environment has emerged 
at No 4 St Paul’s Square in the heart of Liverpool’s central business 
district that is continuing to attract new tenants. And agents at the
building, CBRE and Worthington Owen, are urging businesses to
move quickly to secure the remaining office space available. 
No 4 St Paul’s is home to a number of local well-known businesses, 
including fast-growing law firm MSB Solicitors, Commercial property
agency GVA and gas safety technology firm Gas Tag. 

Joint agents, CBRE and Worthington Owen, announced a new vision
for No 4 St Paul’s in September and say they’re focused on attracting
a range of businesses to the building. Neil Kirkham, director at CBRE in
Liverpool and agents for the building, said: “There is a very powerful
network taking shape amongst occupiers at No 4 St Paul’s – it is 
certainly something unique and it sets the building aside from some
others in the city centre. It is amazing to see how much innovation
and growth there is among the tenants here. Once they move in it 
just seems to energise them.” Andrew Owen of Worthington Owen,
co-agents for No 4 St Paul’s added: “We are in the process of signing
up new tenants but there is still office space remaining in the building
and we urge businesses to get in touch to find out how they can be a
part of the incredible story that is No 4 St Paul’s.”

Pictured above: Neil Kirkham (left) and Andrew Owen

Pavis Financial 
Management Limited 
25 years and counting
Pavis Financial Management Limited is continuing as one of the 
leading independent firms of financial planners in the UK. The firm
celebrated its 25th anniversary last year, having been launched in
1992, and today manages £190m worth of client funds and employs
17 people at its offices in Water Street in the heart of Liverpool’s
commercial district.

Former pensions minister Sir Steve Webb, who served as a Liberal Democrat
member of the previous coalition government, addressed around 100
guests at the Pavis 25th Anniversary event held at Liverpool Town Hall 
and he spoke about a range of issues. These included pension freedoms,
automatic enrolment, state pension changes, tax relief and the challenges
facing self-employed workers. Other speakers on the night included the
Lord Mayor of Liverpool, Councillor Malcolm Kennedy, Bob Newton (Pavis
Managing Director), Quentin McCormick (Pavis Director) and well-known
local historian Steve Binns.

Bob Newton said: “It was a real treat for our clients and guests to get 
a direct insight from a former government minister into an extremely 
complex and challenging area of their personal finances and we were also
delighted to be able to celebrate our 25th year in the Town Hall, which is
such a wonderful venue. Our business could not have prospered for so
long without a talented team of people or clients who trust us implicitly
with their money. Indeed, we have several clients with us today who have
entrusted us continually throughout the entire 25-year period. We must
now look ahead to the next 25 years and beyond. Pavis is set up to 
provide a succession pathway for younger members of our team to 
eventually lead the firm into a new and prosperous future for us and 
our clients. We know that every client, both individual and corporate, is
unique, so our approach is personal and tailored towards their goals and
needs and each solution is bespoke. We believe in developing relationships
with our clients for the long term and have become the ‘go-to’ adviser for
generations of families and companies for more than 20 years. We have
clients throughout the UK, Europe and Worldwide and we value our 
independence. The Company is owned by its executive directors and 
we have no equity held by any 3rd party.”

Pictured above: (L-R) Pavis Directors Julie Calvert, Bob Newton, 
Duncan Shimmin and Quentin McCormick, Directors of Pavis

Pavis Financial Management Limited 
8 Water Street • Liverpool L2 8TD
enquiries@pavis.co.uk • www.pavis.co.uk

Emma Carey

PROFESSIONAL LIVERPOOL 
ANNUAL QUIZ
Mazars team mastermind great victory
Professional Liverpool’s Annual Quiz always produces a lively night and the 
2018 event was no exception as just under 200 guests took over 36 tables 
at the Shankly Hotel on Victoria Street on Thursday 1st March. The evening’s 
quiz masters and compilers were the dynamic duo of Nick and Ben Hall and 
the event was sponsored by Neighbourhood Liverpool, Hope Street Hotel and 
Ginsmiths of Liverpool, who each donated some amazing prizes. The winners on
the evening were Mazars Mazarsterminds, representing the Old Hall Street based
Mazars accountants. They topped the scoring ahead of Universally Challenged,
made up by representatives of Professional Liverpool, USP Creative, Grant Thornton
and Spark Impact, with third place going to Quizz Akkabussi, whose team was 
collated from Your Business Mobile, Franklin Reids, Thornton Legal and Brabners.
Above: The winning Mazars team with John Hall, CEO Professional Liverpool (centre)

Natalie Ormrod
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BATHGATE 
BUSINESS FINANCE
Pictured are guests attending two of the
Bathgate Business Finance Quarterly Social
Events, both of which were held at the 
delightful Fazenda restaurant, Exchange
Flags, Liverpool, the first on Tuesday 
30th January followed by a second event
on Thursday 1st February. Guests were 
also pictured at Bathgate’s first Friday 
Professionals Lunch of 2018, which took
place in the Bullion Room at Gino 
D’Acampo restaurant on Friday 2nd February.
The management and staff at both
Fazenda and Gino’s were excellent hosts
and provided a warm welcome and some
excellent food treats as the guests 
intermingled, meeting new and existing
contacts from the local business world.

Pictures by Arthur Gold (goldsnapper@gmail.com)

Paul Trickett
Spotlight on...

IF YOU BOOKED A TABLE FOR 6 FOR A DINNER PARTY, 
WHICH 5 GUESTS (PAST OR PRESENT) WOULD YOU LIKE 
TO HAVE SITTING WITH YOU?
I would choose Elvis Presley, George Harrison, Gordon Ramsey, 
Adam Sandler and Peter Kay – an odd but crazy combination. 
Elvis and George in order to provide the music, Gordon to cook 
the food and lower the tone of the evening and Adam and Peter 
to provide the laughs . . . what could go wrong!!  

WHAT’S YOUR FAVOURITE GUILTY PLEASURE?
Cheesy Pop music, preferably from the 70’s & 80’s – 
Oops! Showing my age here!.

WHAT IS YOUR FAVOURITE BOOK AND FILM OF ALL TIME?
I honestly don’t have the time to read anymore, however, before the
children came along, I used to enjoy reading sporting autobiographies
while on holiday. I really enjoyed reading Kenny Dalglish’s book –
he is one of my footballing heroes. The best film I have seen is 
Forrest Gump, I love this film – Tom Hanks plays the character amazingly
and it is an inspirational film . . . I cry every time – and as previously
mentioned I feel like I am reprising him when out running!!!

IF YOU WON THE LOTTERY WHAT WOULD YOU DO?
If I won big, I would pay off the mortgages of all my family 
and friends and bring everyone together for a massive party . . . 
so be warned – fall out with me at your peril ha-ha!

BACK TO WORK! – WHAT ARE YOUR MAIN AMBITIONS 
WITH BATHGATE FOR THE FUTURE?
More of the same really! Continue to help clients old and new to
source funding that best meets the ambition of their business. 
And also to continue developing relationships with our partners 
and raising the profile of Bathgate through our networking events 

HOW CAN YOU BE CONTACTED 
AT BATHGATE BUSINESS FINANCE?
Email: paul@bathgatebf.co.uk   Tel: 07469 140 180

WHEN DID YOU JOIN BATHGATE BUSINESS FINANCE?
I started two years ago on the 1st of March 2016. 
It seems like a long time ago now and my colleagues say it feels
even longer for them – I don’t know what they mean!!!  

WHAT IS YOUR ROLE AT BATHGATE BUSINESS FINANCE? 
Business Development Manager – helping businesses source 
finance solutions to meet their cash-flow needs.

WHAT HAS INSPIRED YOU MOST IN YOUR CAREER 
TO DATE?
I know this may sound soppy but my long suffering wife Kerry. 
I would not be where I am now in my career without her. 
She is a rock for both me and our family, always there to pick
me up when I am down and supporting me in everything 
that I do . . . this should earn me some brownie points ha-ha!

OUTSIDE OF YOUR WORKING HOURS 
WHAT IS YOUR FAVOURITE PASTIME?
I enjoy running around the Crosby coastline where I live and it
is the perfect escape from the hustle and bustle of work and
my young family. At times I feel like Forrest Gump and just
want to carry on running until I forget that I have to run 
back afterwards.

WHAT WOULD BE YOUR DREAM HOLIDAY DESTINATION?
Anywhere hot, sunny and fun for the kids, preferably without a
WiFi connection – it’s too much of a temptation to check my
emails . . . I really should leave my phone at home!

WHO OR WHAT MAKES YOU LAUGH?
This is definitely my three young boys, Oliver 8, Finlay 3 and
Aaron 1. Although they drive me crazy most of the time, they
are very funny and always know how to make me laugh 
and put a smile on Daddy’s face. 

Business Development Manager

Bathgate Business Finance 
The Loft, Brook House, Brook Terrace, 
West Kirby, Wirral CH48   
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Liverpool’s Dave ‘the Pap’ Evans, is a well known local photographer 
and he regularly shares with My Planet Liverpool some of his great pics 
of the many celebrities who live in or visit our wonderful city. 
Look out for more celebrity faces, courtesy of Dave, in our next issue. 

1) Myleene Klass, the Gorleston-on-Sea (Norfolk) born singer, model
and pianist arriving at Lime Street station. Myleene was taking part in
the Britain’s Got Talent charity fund raising show on the 11th February
at the Liverpool Empire Theatre. The fund-raiser was in aid of 
Liverpool’s renowned Alder Hey Hospital.  

2) Also at Lime Street was the actor Don Warrington, (born Donald
Williams) MBE, who came to fame for his performances as Philip Smith
in the 1970s television series Rising Damp. Don was taking part in 
the BBC Showcase event at Liverpool’s ACC from Sunday 18th to
Wednesday 21st February.

3) Actor, author and playwright Mark Gattis was also here for the 
BBC Showcase. Mark was born in Sedgefield and has starred in the
likes of Doctor Who and Sherlock. He is also a member of the League
of Gentlemen comedy team. 

4) Another celebrity appearing in the BBC Showcase was Grindon
(County Durham) born actress Charlotte Riley. Charlotte is best
known for her roles in Easy Virtue and ITV’s adaptation of 
Wuthering Heights.

5) Actor Jamie Lomas, Rebekah Vardy (wife of Leicester City star
Jamie) and former footballer and manager Dennis Wise, seen outside
the Hilton Hotel on Liverpool’s waterfront. The three, who appeared
together in 2017’s I’m a Celebrity Jungle series, were in Liverpool at
the end of January to pay a visit to see tragic youngster Alfie Evans 
and his parents at Alder Hey Hospital.

6) Tottenham and England star Harry Kane and his partner Katie
Goodland heading to Castle Street’s San Carlo restaurant. Sadly he
was not here to stay and was just enjoying a meal at the popular
venue following the BBC Sports Personality of the Year awards at the
Echo Arena.

7) Another two celebrities to have enjoyed a meal at San Carlo this
year are Love Island’s Gabby Allen and her boyfriend Marcel
Somerville. Fitness professional Gabby and Blazin’ Squad’s Marcel met
on Love Island in 2017 and have enjoyed a close relationship since
then and it seems wedding bells are now in the air.  

8) Legendary Queen musician, singer, songwriter and astrophysicist
Brian May CBE at Waterstones Liverpool ONE for the launch of his 3D
photo album.

Photographs courtesy Dave Evans/Bond Media Agency
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Blankstone 
Opticians
Exclusiveand
Fabulous
Shopping for Grand National sunglasses is
now underway and Blankstone’s is delighted
to be able to offer some of the exclusive and
fabulous luxury names in sunglasses and
spectacles arriving this season. 
Oliver Goldsmith, Gucci, Christian Dior, 
Tom Ford, Chanel, Fendi, Rayban and 
Tiffany are just some of the prestigious
brands that you can choose from. 
Indeed, much of the latest Blankstone 
collection is based very much on what 
A-list celebrities have been stepping 
out in on the fashion catwalks of Paris, 
Milan and London.

Continued overleaf   ➥
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BLANKSTONE OPTICIANS &
LIVERPOOL HEARING CLINIC  
Blankstone opticians has recently 
partnered with the Liverpool Hearing 
Clinic to offer unique independent hearing
healthcare advice and services through
their Liverpool City Centre practice.
The experienced hearing specialists have been 
helping people hear their friends and family clearly
once more since 1936 - a factor that attracted 
managing director Mark Blankstone, (pictured with
Lee Trangmar, on left, of Liverpool Hearing Clinic), 
"The Liverpool Hearing Clinic's heritage is impressive
and when the opportunity of a partnership was put 
to us, we agreed that it would only bring added 
value to our customers."

Blankstone Opticians can now offer FREE hearing 
assessments, with a home visit service also available,
invisible and super power solutions, a hearing aid 
repair service and a complimentary aftercare 
service, with complimentary scheduled service 
and aftercare appointments for life.

Mark added: "We also liked the fact that their 
independence guarantees you access to the biggest
choice of the world’s leading brands... that's very
much in line with our offer for your eyes – so now
we can offer the same quality of product and 
service in more than one sense... if you catch 
my drift!”

Blankstone Opticians
Opticians in the heart of Liverpool 

DESIGNER SUNGLASSES 
AND SPECTACLES
Blankstone opticians has been at the forefront of 
caring for the health and lifestyle needs of the 
general public for more than 25 years and 
consistently has enabled customers to buy exclusive
brands, carrying an elite range of the latest season’s
brands and niche eyewear accessories that are 
unavailable elsewhere in the region.
Mark Blankstone, managing director of Blankstone 
opticians said: “This is one of the most hotly anticipated
seasons for fashion in recent years and especially where
sunglasses are concerned, given the much talked about 
return of for example, Gucci. “They are a very big 
contender right now, alongside Tom Ford, Chanel, 
Fendi, Rayban and Tiffany. Ranging from the bling and
extravagant to the more conservative, all the frames
make a strong statement in the style stakes.”

Blankstone Opticians“This is one of the most hotly 
anticipated seasons for fashion 
in recent years and especially 
where sunglasses are concerned.”
Mark Blankstone

Blankstone Opticians pride themselves
on being bespoke to fit your needs
and giving you honest advice that is
tailored to your health and lifestyle
needs. They have built a strong, loyal
following that continues to vote with
their feet, and eyes, in choosing their
personal service over larger multiples’
brands.

For more information on all of the
services provided by Blankstone’s

please visit: 
www.blankstoneopticians.co.uk

or for that personal one-to-one 
service, please ring and ask for Mark

on: 0151 236 5392.
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QUEEN’S ROYAL HOTEL
WELCOMES 
NEW EXECUTIVE CHEF

Paul (Pat) Rice
Opened in July 2006, the popular Queen’s Royal Hotel, located
on New Brighton’s Marine Promenade, is delighted to have
added local chef Paul (Pat) Rice to their catering team. Pat as 
he is known but whose correct Christian name is Paul (see 
paragraph four), has worked for over 40 years in the catering 
industry and his CV includes top local restaurants and hotels, 
including Sheldrake’s and Thornton Hall. He joined the 
Queen’s Royal two months ago and said of his appointment, 
“I came here after a meeting with the owner Mike Rice – 
no relation. He was very enthusiastic about what my role 
would be here and I felt it was a great opportunity for me.”

Paul was born in Birkenhead and from an early age he had a 
desire to become a chef, having been inspired by his mum,
Veronica, who was a “brilliant” pastry cook. As a youngster he
would help his mum prepare meals, “My mum never cooked
from a menu and everything she did was recorded in her own
mind and never written down. She was always encouraging me
to get involved when she was cooking and it was something
that I really enjoyed doing, so it was a natural step that I would
seek a career in catering.”

On leaving school, Paul attended the Catering College on 
Borough Road, where he gained his City & Guilds 706-1, ‘basic
cookery’ certificate, the 706-2 ‘cookery for the catering industry’
certificate and the 706-3 ‘advanced cooking’ certificate. While
there, he also took on board the advice of his tutor and chose to
specialise in the preparing and cooking of meat dishes.

On leaving college at 17 years old, Paul’s first job was as a 
Commis Chef at the Al Fresco restaurant on Argyle Street,
Birkenhead. He stayed at Al Fresco for two years before moving
to the Pastime in Hamilton Square, run by Brian Heron and one
of Merseyside’s top restaurants at that time. At the Pastime he
progressed from Commis Chef to Chef de Partie and this is
where, although his correct name is Paul, he became known as
Pat, the name which has stuck ever since. He explains, “When I
arrived on my first day, Brian asked me my name and when I 
answered Paul, he said ‘Ah no, we already have a Paul!!!’ “He
then shouted out to the rest of the team, ‘We need another first
name for Paul.’ “Someone replied Pat – and from that moment
on I have been known within the industry as Pat. It can be 
confusing for some, as my family and friends obviously call me
Paul but those within the local catering industry still call me Pat.”  

After five years at the Pastime, Paul decided to concentrate on
learning more about the meat industry, as this is what he had 
always wanted to specialise in. In 1980 he opened his own
Butcher’s Shop, Paul J. Rice, on the Old Chester Road. Despite
being a great success, the shop was forced to close when the
local council enforced a Compulsory Purchase Order on the
premises in order to make alterations to the area.

Continued overleaf   ➥

As a city historically, Liverpool
isn't known for its lust for all
things health and wellness-
oriented, especially food and
drink, but the climate is changing.
So says grocery stalwart and
award-winning trailblazer 
Dalip Matta, who along with
brother Deepak, runs Matta's 
in Liverpool's burgeoning 
restaurant quarter, Bold Street.

Food and drink that 

MATTA'S
Dalip Matta celebrates 
30 years in the business

ALIP says, “We have noticed that Liverpool and its people are
taking a much keener interest of late in health and wellness

in all of its forms. The ‘spikes’ amongst wellness food and drink on
our website proves that. It has been a long road for many operators
in Liverpool treading the wellness path but we at Matta's had a 
vision many years ago to bring a more health-aligned range of
products and we know that in spite of the large array of our 
current stock, it is just the beginning. We have always thought 
that the most positive action to take when you have a passion 
for something that is missing in your home city is to provide it 
for everyone yourselves. And that's what we're doing. We are 
also bringing more of Matta's to the outside world, taking part 
in many pop up events rather than just expecting people to visit
our shop... actually we never expected lots to visit, just hoped.”

So what exactly are Matta's doing, albeit in Dalip's 30th year in
the business, to bring customers a unique wellness experience
when it comes to food shopping in Liverpool?

“We are getting approaches from really exciting, nascent businesses
offering high quality products, especially organic and or/vegan
products, many of which are perishable goods that lend well to
pop-up activity in-store, heightened social media activity and 
national press coverage. We are also often giving fledging companies
their first start and it's been great to watch them grow.”

“In addition, and especially based where we are in the restaurant
quarter, we have plenty of famous faces from the industry, like
Nisha Katona, shopping with us because we sell so many basic 
essentials for cooking...we have grown our business by selling 
natural ingredients. I guess in referring to wellness, we are just 
calling them something different but the range in the market 
just gets bigger and so does our stock!”

All this has culminated in Dalip putting together plans for a 
wellness cafe and treatment rooms in substantial space available
above the shop, with work beginning this spring. “Along with 
introducing a loyalty card for the store, it is a really exciting 
development for us and there is much anticipation amongst 
the city's wellness community for its opening.”

Matta's has been a Bold Street stalwart since 1984, but the 
business can trace its Liverpool roots to 1954 when Dalip's father
Kirpal arrived as a 14- year-old from the Punjab after his own 
father had died in the war of separation between India and 
Pakistan. Dalip’s father got involved in sales and then worked 
on ice cream vans. It was good money in the summer but they
had to borrow money in the winter, so it was a vicious circle.

After marrying Kanta, Kirpal and his wife opened their first corner
shop in Toxteth’s Mill Street but sold up and returned to India.
However, Dalip and his brothers and sisters couldn’t settle so they
came back to Liverpool and mum and dad opened a store in
Granby Street in 1965. The shop specialised in international foods,
stocking Caribbean, West Indian and Chinese foods that reflected
the local population.

Sadly, the family suffered in the 1981 Toxteth riots and Kirpal was
attacked and beaten twice, which resulted in the family leaving
Toxteth in 1983. The Matta’s and their five children – three sons,
including the youngest Dalip, and two daughters – have since
then built their Bold Street store into a bigger version of the
Granby Street business. They have always been there for the 
customers. They have been asked, ‘can you get this or that’, 
and so they would get certain products in due to customer 
requests and before you knew it their range was growing and
they are always happy to be trying to stock different brands.

............................................................

www.mattas.co.uk

D
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Paul then started work with Williams of Flint, one of the
most respected catering meat suppliers in the business. At
Williams he studied all the meats and how they may be best
treated and cooked, while also becoming a mentor to many
students training in the industry. He remained with Williams
for six years before an accident to his arm meant he could
not continue with the heavy work required.

Disappointed, but certainly not down hearted, Paul returned
to working as a chef and enjoyed spells at the Hooton Hotel
and Thornton Hall, teaming up Brian Heron once again.
While at Thornton Hall he met Pierre Koffmann, the French-
born professional chef who was a ‘guest chef’ at the hotel
for a few days. Pierre is one of a handful of chefs in our
country to have been awarded the coveted three Michelin
stars and Paul says that over the brief time Pierre was at
Thornton Hall he was really impressed with how the 
Frenchman went about his meal preparations and his 
inspirational ideas on how quality dishes could be created. 

Paul, or Pat if you prefer, is now looking forward to providing
first class cuisine to add to the current enjoyment of the 
dining experience for the hotel’s customers. 

The Queen’s Royal is not just about the food though –
delicious as it is. 

STAGE DOOR TAP BAR
Adjoining the restaurant is the Queen’s Royal own bar –
The Stage Door Tap. Adorned by nostalgic photographs of
New Brighton, particularly of some of the beautiful ladies
who were contestants in the once prestigious Miss New
Brighton contest, the bar has its own welcoming charm.
Boasting six cask ales, three lagers and three ciders on any
day, this traditional bar is a favourite amongst the regular
local customers and also those visiting New Brighton. 
The newest addition to the bar is the speciality gin menu,
featuring 12 gins from around the world, all accompanied
by differing garnishes in order to further enhance the
flavour. ACCOMMODATION

The Queen’s Royal boasts 12 well-appointed bedrooms
– the majority of which have a sea view overlooking
the River Mersey and also New Brighton’s Marine
Lake. The hotel’s rates include accommodation and
breakfast and all the rooms are tastefully furnished
and extremely comfortable, with coffee & tea making
facilities and televisions.

FUNCTION HIRE & EVENTS
With the hotel being family run, it comes as no surprise
to find that many family occasions are celebrated at 
the Queen’s Royal. Birthdays, christenings, funerals and
weddings all take place regularly here. The restaurant
space enables these occasions to take place without
any fuss and for those larger events it is possible to close
the restaurant off - so giving you a completely private
area. For more private and smaller dining occasions
there are two function rooms upstairs, a large one
which can cater for up to 50 people and a smaller room
catering for 30. The most popular events to take place
are Baby Shower celebrations and Afternoon Tea.

For more information on the Queen’s Royal Hotel please visit: 
www.thequeensroyal.co.uk or call in or telephone: 0151 691 0101

THE QUEEN’S ROYAL HOTEL
Marine Promenade, New Brighton, Wallasey, Wirral CH45 2JT

Tel: 0151 691 0101 • Email: info@thequeensroyal.co.uk • www.thequeensroyal.co.uk

LOCATION 
The friendly, community atmosphere here makes The Queen’s Royal Hotel
the perfect location to use as a base to travel around the Wirral or to cross
the River Mersey to Liverpool and its many attractions. Situated on the
New Brighton waterfront, facing the resort’s historic lighthouse and Fort
Perch Rock, the hotel is close to all the local facilities, including restaurants,
a cinema, large supermarket, a popular children’s fairground and a superb
mini golf complex. It also affords easy access to the neighbouring Floral
Pavilion Theatre, which regularly has fantastic shows to entertain theatre
goers, and for golfers the hotel is only a short drive to Wallasey’s highly 
regarded and challenging 18-hole golf course. 

The terminus for a regular ‘across river’ bus service is only a short walk
along the waterfront from the hotel and it is just a seven-minute stroll to
the train station, which is the terminus for Mersey Rail trains to Liverpool.
The M53 motorway is only a few minutes away by car and the world 
famous “Ferry ‘cross the Mersey” is also within easy reach.

So, whether your requirement is for a private function, an overnight or
weekend stay, or just a friendly place in which to call in and enjoy a
lunchtime drink and snack or a tasty evening meal, The Queen’s Royal
makes for an ideal venue. Here you can be assured of a friendly, welcoming
and first-class service, combined with quality food and drinks.

STAFF MEMBERS
The loyalty of the staff here is shown by the hotel boasting several long-serving
members, two of which we feature here. Andy Pilling is the hotel’s General
Manager and a resident of New Brighton. Andy has been with the Queen’s
Royal since the hotel’s opening, having also worked for two years for the 
previous owners when the hotel was named Turners. He is also a fully trained
chef and really enjoys his work at the Queen’s, “I work with a great team here
and the customers, many of whom are regulars, are a good crowd who are
easy to get on with. My role is very diverse and I enjoy my stints in the kitchen,
restaurant, bar or the office whenever and wherever I am required to fill in,
usually when a staff member is on holiday or are absent through illness.” 

Ben Smith is the hotel’s Assistant Manager and like Andy he also hails from
New Brighton. Ben has worked at the Queen’s for five years now and enjoys 
interacting with customers and undertaking a variety of challenges, which 
differ every day he says. Both Andy and Ben are always on hand to help staff
and customers and are in agreement in wanting to help the Queen’s to 
continue to develop the great relationship that the hotel staff have with 
customers, old and new. 

Andy said, “We want to further increase turnover and develop our social media
and marketing skills in order to let as many people as possible know about all
the good things that we have to offer here. Major sporting events, local and
national, are shown live and three special events in April will be sure to attract
regulars and new customers to the bar. The Aintree Grand National festival, 
the Liverpool v Everton derby and the forthcoming Royal Wedding will all be
televised live on our brand new 55” screen.”

Andy Pilling 

Ben Smith
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HE importing side of the industry sees the UK receiving
all kinds of wine, especially for the more high volume
market. Chardonnay, Sauvignon Blanc, Cabernet 

Sauvignon and Pinot Noir are some of the popular and 
well-known names that Dartswift arrange to be brought 
into our country from Australia, New Zealand, South Africa,
Chile, Argentina, Uruguay, Brazil and the USA.

China, Hong Kong, Macao, Singapore, Cambodia, Thailand,
Japan, Kenya, Barbados, St Vincent, Canada and Gibraltar are
some of the major countries that Dartswift arranges the export
of wine to. These wines are more often than not fine wines
such as Chateau Beychevelle and Chateau Lynch-Bages, 
or a more unusual wine like Chateau Musar, which in 2006 
became the first producer in the Lebanon to achieve organic
certification for its vineyards. All of these wines are all 
considerably expensive to the point where they are exported 
in temperature controlled containers to protect the wines on
their journey to the buyer.

ARE THERE ANY SPECIAL REGULATIONS
THAT COVER THE IMPORTING AND 
EXPORTING OF WINES?
When importing wine you must have a V.I.1
Certificate, this verifies the Alcohol By 
Volume (ABV) of the wine and therefore
how much Excise duty will be payable as
well as the customs duty and VAT of course.
All of the customs duty and tax must be
paid immediately unless the Wine is put into
a bonded warehouse where it can be kept 
until needed and only then will the duty and tax 
be payable.

WHAT PROCESS DO YOU HAVE TO FOLLOW 
TO IMPORT WINES?
We are usually pre-alerted to container or containers due to 
arrive in the UK with at least 10 days’ notice before the vessel
is due at the port of discharge. We can then start our file and
prepare the customs declarations awaiting the shipping line to
upload their cargo manifest. Once the shipment is uploaded
we can ‘claim’ the container(s) through the port system and
transmit, via the same system to HMRC, the customs entry. 

Once the vessel arrives in the UK we are electronically advised
by HMRC that the container(s) are 1) Cleared to move. 
2) Cleared to move but paperwork must be submitted to 
the National Clearance Hub within three working days. 
3) Not cleared to move and HMRC want to see all the 
paperwork before a decision can be made. 

There are different types of warehouses that the wine can go
to and therefore there are more procedures to adhere to when
the movement is to a warehouse that is not fully bonded or if
the wine is to go directly into free circulation, whereby the
duty, excise duty and VAT, must be paid before release. Once
the container(s) are released by HMRC, we can then advise our
clients and transport to the final destination arranged. 

Following the delivery to the final destination, depending on
the type of warehouse, we either have a receipt from an 
electronic system that confirms that the entire order has 
arrived safely or we insist that the transport company provide
us with a ‘proof of delivery’ (POD) that will show the delivery
date and time and any comments related to the load.

WHAT PROCESS DO YOU HAVE TO FOLLOW 
IN ORDER TO EXPORT WINES?
The whole process has to be coordinated with the warehouses,
as many of these exports are from multiple customs bonded
warehouses. We then consolidate the load from the various
parties at a bonded warehouse, from where we will then 
load the container. At every stage, the cargo is moved under

customs control and this is because, 
in most cases, the customs duty, excise
duty and VAT are suspended whilst 
the cargo is still in the UK. The export
booking is made and the container is
arranged to load on a specific date and

time with the bonded warehouse and 
in time to meet the intended vessel. The export customs for-
malities are completed and once the container has departed
for one of the aforementioned destinations outside of the 
UK and EU, we receive, from HM Customs, a goods departed
message confirming when the vessel left the UK and the 
country of destination that the container is to be discharged.

HOW OFTEN DURING THE YEAR DO YOU HAVE 
TO EXPORT OR IMPORT THE WINES, IS IT JUST 
THE ONCE AND DEPENDENT ON HARVESTING?
On the export side the overseas buyer governs frequency, so
exports can be at any time of the year. For the import, this is
usually determined by the consumer, in that, more white wine
and rosé is consumed in the summer, while red wine is more in
demand during autumn and winter. This makes for a steady
amount arriving every week in the UK – no matter where in 
the world the wine is produced.

MPL JUST HAD TO ASK RICHIE ONE MORE QUESTION!
OUT OF ALL THE WINES THAT DARTSWIFT IMPORT OR
EXPORT WHICH IS YOUR FAVOURITE?

I especially enjoy a nice bottle of Malbec Red from Argentina. 
It goes really well with roast beef, stews, pasta with tomato
sauce and cheese and game meats.

For more information on how Dartswift can help with your freight forwarding queries please contact:

Dartswift International Limited
3rd Floor • Castle Chambers • Castle Street • Liverpool L2 9SH
Tel: +44 (0)151 236 2035 • Email: ops@dartswiftintl.com • www.dartswiftintl.com

T

Dartswift
International Limited
FREIGHT FORWARDING FOR 32 YEARS
Richie Lowry has almost 40 years experience
of working in the freight forwarding industry,
having started his career on 16th July 1979 at
Ellerman City Liners, who were located in the
city centre at Tower Building on Water Street.
On 1st December 2008, following spells with
other major shipping companies, he took the
opportunity  to join the late John Mottram 
as a Director at Dartswift International Limited,
one of our region’s best known freight 
forwarding companies. 

Over the past seven years Richie has kindly 
contributed a variety of articles on the various
products that Dartswift arrange to be imported
and exported from and to many of the world’s
major countries. In this first issue of 2018 he
gives a brief explanation of some of the work
that is involved in processing large shipments 
of wine into and out of the UK.

Left: Chateau Musar Vineyard
Below: Waipara Vineyard, New Zealand

RICHIE LOWRY
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WYNN’S 
WORLD OF WINE

“A day without wine
is like a day without sunshine.” 

Mike Wynn: 07747 052 890 E: mike@culturalwine.co.uk 
Paul Malkin: 07747 803 041 E: paul@culturalwine.co.uk















Mike Wynn is a partner in Liverpool based wine company Cultural Wine, 
a specialist wine company that he helped to establish along with colleagues
Paul Malkin and Ian Clarke. Mike says, “Writing “Wynn’s World of Wine“ for
My Planet Liverpool on behalf of Cultural Wine is a great pleasure and allows
me to tell you about the wines we currently sell, along with the new wines
we are looking at. In this issue I thought I would tell you about the excellent
wines we have recently brought in from Bodega y Viñedos Martín Berdugo
in Northern Spain.

N early February, Paul, Ian and I had the pleasure of 
meeting Antonio Diez Martin, the head of this family 
winery, which is located on the Castilian meseta, 

800 metres above sea level in Northern Spain at Aranda de
Duero on the banks of the river Duero and close to the famous
city of Burgos. The extreme climatological conditions here
make the Ribera del Duero one of the most remarkable and
prestigious wine regions in the world.  

The winery was started in 1990 when the family decided to set
off on their own viticulture journey utilising their own land,
which had been in Josefina Martin Berdugo’s (Antonio’s
mother) family for over two hundred years. Trusting in the
great potential of the newly formed Denominación de Origen
de la Ribera del Duero, Josefina decided to plant the vines
where they had once been planted by her ancestors, a decision
that was made with the support and collaboration of her 

husband Enrique and their three children Antonio, Bruno 
and Pepa.

The first harvests were sold to other wineries in the Ribera del
Duero, until 2000, when the family decided to build their own
winery and start to produce their own wine under the family
name. The winery is in the centre of the vineyard, which is one
plot of 104 hectares. A privileged land, formed from river soil,
covered in rounded pebbles which hold the heat and humidity,
thus enhancing the maturing process. This land gives the Martin
Berdugo grapes their unique flavour and color. The winery’s 87
hectares of trellised vines are the Tinta Fina or Tempranillo variety,
the emblematic grape of the Ribera del Duero.

The Martin Berdugo family firmly believe that the only way to
make high quality wines is to take care of and manage the 
vineyard throughout the whole year. All of their wines are made
exclusively from grapes grown in their own vineyard, and in 

addition to the dry pruning that is done during the winter.
They also carry out a strict green pruning and a cluster 
reduction, which makes their production way below the 
maximum limits permitted by the Consejo Regulador of the
Ribera del Duero. This ensures higher quality fruit, which in
turn ensures higher quality wine. 

Just prior to the harvest they decide the quality and style of
grapes by zone, so that the appropriate grapes for each type
of wine can be selected. Explains Antonio, “Our grapes are
picked manually, allowing us to choose the clusters we want
to use. The fact that the winery is located within the vineyard
guarantees that the grapes are in perfect condition when they
are received. The must is fermented in stainless steel vats, in a
temperature controlled environment, using yeasts which
occur naturally in the grapes. These yeasts ensure that each
wine has its own character and individuality.”

The wines are aged in new American and French medium
toasted oak barrels. To ensure that wines keep their full 
personality when they reach clients, the wine is clarified using
egg albumen and is briefly filtered before being bottled. They
avoid passing their wine through cold filtration, which can
sometimes result in the wines having a little precipitation in
the bottle.  

“We aim to make wines that are true to the nature of the land
and the fruit.” said Antonio. “Our wines are for wine lovers.”

In 2013, disaster struck the winery when, on the night of 
5th September, lightning struck the winery. The offices, the
laboratory, the wine crafting equipment and vats were all 
destroyed by the flames and smoke but fortunately, no one
was injured. The cellar where the wines are stored and age
and the precious vines were untouched by the fire and 
although they had to move off site for a time the Martin
Berdugo harvest of 2013 went ahead. Antonio said of the
near tragedy, “From the moment the flames took hold, the
whole family came together even more resolute to produce
exquisite Ribera del Duero wines both in 2013 and long into
the future.”

Their story is an inspirational one. All the Martin Berdugo
wines are made exclusively from grapes in their own vineyards
and we were able to taste three superb examples of red wine,
which we have available to you at Cultural Wine.

All the wines mentioned in Mike’s feature are, as usual,
available from Cultural Wine and to discover more about 
ALL the wines supplied please contact.

These are wonderful wines that you really must taste. 
And to quote from the Martin Berdugo family;

“Let us surprise you, 
allow yourself to feel the passion” 

“Treasure to reserve” i

Vendimiando en Martin Berdugo

2016 Joven
This is a deep clear cherry
red colour wine with black
fruits on the nose. 
First a little tart to taste 
but then smooth with
berry fruit and floral notes. 
Very typical of young 
Tempranillo.

2015 Barrica
A dark garnet colour wine with

hints of blackberry, liquorice
and vanilla and on the nose you

will sense berry fruits and a
touch of oak. On the tongue it

is velvety smooth with a 
lingering rich fruitiness 

possessing agreeable tannins.

2014 Crianza
An intense cherry red colour wine with a spicy
fruit jam like nose having hints of chocolate. 
On the tongue you will experience an explosion 
of berry fruits and a long lasting taste with a
pleasantly sharp finish.

“We aim to make wines that are true
to the nature of the land and the fruit. 
Our wines are for wine lovers.”
Antonio Diez Martin

Antonio Diez Martin Berdugo
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Exclusive UK Distributor for 
Brewery De Block Belgian Beers & Cezar Winery 
Hutchinson Imports Ltd, is delighted to announce the launch of their
new website, giving customers the opportunity to purchase speciality
Belgian beers and Hungarian wines that have never previously been
available within the UK and Ireland.

www.hutchinsonimports.co.uk

HUTCHINSON IMPORTS 
ANNOUNCE LAUNCH OF NEW WEBSITE 
FOR CUSTOMER PURCHASING

UTCHINSON IMPORTS LTD is a small, close-knit group 
consisting of Alan Hutchinson and his wife Kate, their son
Drew and the company’s office manager Danika, who is
considered family as they have known her since she was a

little girl. Having worked in a number of other companies over
the last 40 years, both in the UK and Canada, the Hutchinson
family has gained a fair bit of wisdom over that time about 
running their own business. Alan said, “We treat our customers
as we do our partners and our ethos as people and as a company
is that excellent customer service and the supplying of proven
high quality products is crucial to being a success.” 

It is this ethos that drives Hutchinson Imports to supply only and
also be able to truly claim their beers and wines as ‘exclusively
ours’. Alan continues, “So you simply will not find our fine wines
and speciality beers on supermarket shelves. You will see that 
we do not sell alternative products and brands as other stockists
do, this is because we are proud to be exclusive stockists for the
beers and wines that we sell. We are fully committed to our 
suppliers, as they are to us, not just because we know they will

supply us with quality products but, perhaps more importantly,
because we know them and we like them.”

“Suppliers who love and understand their products will provide
continuous support to us, which means we can support our 
customers. The brewers of our Belgian Speciality beers are family
friends who run the 400-year old Brewery de Block, and have
been located in the same brewery in Merchtem, Belgium for 
187 years. Similarly, our good friends who run the Cezar Winery
in Zala County, Hungary, supply us with a wide range of Hungarian
fine wines. Cezar is recognised as one of the leading wineries in
Hungary and many of their superb reds regularly win gold and
silver awards.”

“We are not a huge business but being a smaller team doesn’t
affect the quality of our products or the service that we provide.
We are located in office premises near Liverpool city centre, from
where we effectively serve all of our customers throughout the
UK and Ireland.”

“We know that you will not find better than us 
and we thank you for your custom.”

www.hutchinsonimports.co.uk

H

OUR SUPPLIERS...
De Block Brewery 
Brewers of Satan, Dendermonde 
& Kastaar Beers

Whilst the brewing of ale has gone on for many hundreds of
years, it wasn’t until around the 14th century that brewing as
an industry emerged and brewing guilds started to become
popular. As a landowner of what was the Duchy of Brabant 
& Burgundy at this time, Henricus De Bloc already held the
brewing rights of the land. However, it was only in 1887, when
Louis De Block, a miller and agriculturist, married a brewer’s
daughter from Baardegem, that the Brewery De Block officially
came about.

Louis and his wife loved their work and with ambition, 
persistence and the support of their children, the brewery
grew to be very successful. The De Block beer was very well
liked and the family was honoured and recognised throughout
the land. Over the years, the brewery was passed down
through the generations and still remains in the De Block 
family today.

A long brewing tradition at the De Block Brewery makes a tie
between the past and the present. The brewing process is as 
it always was – an old style craft process, resulting in unique
‘Belgian Special Ales’ that are enjoyed the world over. The
malts, hops and herbs are selected following the De Block 
family’s own historic recipe and high quality standards and the
water is sourced from the brewery’s own land. The De Block
Brewery is one of the only remaining breweries in the country
with a wood oven and open cooling vessels allowing natural
ventilation. The complete brewing process at De Block requires
significantly more handcraft than commercially produces ales
but delivers much healthier and better quality beers.

Hutchinson Imports believe in supplying only the very best ales
to customers and personally guarantee that all their De Block
beers are of the highest quality. The range supplied by
Hutchinson Imports includes six different products, Satan 
(Red, Black, Gold & White), Dendermonde and Kastaar.

Cezar Winery 
Producers of Cabernet Sauvignon, Merlot, Syrah,
Pinot Noir, Malbec and Cabernet Franc
Cezar Wines have not been sold in the UK or Ireland before, although they
are sold throughout Hungary and the rest of Europe, but knowing the 
consistency of the wines, the quality, taste and flavours, along with the
awards Cezar has won, as well as being recognised as one of Hungary’s 
leading wineries, the importing of Cezar Wines were a natural addition to
the Hutchinson Imports portfolio.

Cezar winery was founded in 1996 by three Swedish businessmen and is 
located near to Kis-Balaton (Little-Balaton) Lake, at Nagyrada, in the beautiful
Zala Wine Region of Hungary. It officially opened on 26 May 2006 and is the
biggest factory in Zala County concerning both its storage capacity and the
quantity of the produced wine. The winery was built in the middle of a unique
grape production region and the appearance of the company had numerous
positive effects on local people’s lives, such as the creation of new job facilities
both locally and in the neighbouring villages, the provision of piped water in
the vineyards, the establishment of new plantations in the old vineyards,
thus contributing to preserving and developing the culture of wine cellars. 

The grapevines in Zala are
grown in one of the most 
interesting and picturesque
regions in the country: 
combined with the beautiful
hills and valleys they form 
a special wine production 
region known as ‘terroir’.
From 2001 Cezar Wines
started planting red grapes
and completed the whole 
of the winery in 2006 on 
territories bought from both
local farming co-operatives

and individuals. Today, Cezar Winery supplies Cabernet Sauvignon, Merlot,
Syrah, Pinot Noir, Malbec and Cabernet Franc. 

The philosophy of Cezar Winery is to let as many people as possible get to
know the high quality wines of the region. It is their intention to prove that
the combination of high standard technology and theoretical knowledge 
can produce wines with outstanding results.

Hutchinson Imports
“Excellent customer service 
and proven high quality products.”
Hutchinson Imports Ltd. 
124 The Liverpool Film Studios 
105 Boundary Street • Liverpool L5 9YJ 
Tel. Office: 0151 482 5522 
Alan +44 (0)7375077287  Drew +44 (0)7375077293
Email: hutchinsonimports@gmail.com
www.hutchinsonimports.co.uk
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Arboretum Exhibition at
dot-art Gallery
Located on Queen Avenue, which runs between Dale Street 
and Castle Street, in Liverpool City Centre, the dot-art Gallery
supports visual artists and champions art as an integral part of
everyday life. They do so by selling locally sourced, affordable
art, working with businesses to put art in the 
workplace and public realm, running art classes 
and working with schools and community groups. 
All this is underpinned by a unique membership 
scheme for artists in the North West which gives 
access to all the aforementioned activities, along 
with a package of support and advice, creating 
and developing artists’ careers. 

Find out more: dot-art.com/@dotart 

The latest exhibition to be held at the gallery is Arboretum, which features
art by six local artists and showcases the enduring relationship we have with
our botanical cohabitants; a source of creative inspiration for hundreds of
years, figures of poetic symbolism and worship, emblems of calm and 
tranquillity – Arboretum celebrates the tree. From soft, wistful landscapes to
bold and vertiginous lines, this exhibition has been curated to be a symbiotic
forest of naturalism and abstraction.

Hilary Dron layers oil and cold wax to create dense thickets of texture in her
paintings. Her collection of abstract Pines and Silver Birches depict windows
of re-imagined adventures from her travels from Liverpool to Ireland and
Japan. Although exploiting a vibrant palette, each woodland scene evokes a
deeply quiet aesthetic through her use of generous layering.

Amanda Oliphant is a Wirral-based painter who believes in forming a 
kinship with the natural world through her art - highlighting and exposing 
elements that often go unnoticed to others. Her oil and acrylic landscapes
showcase the twisting hollows of weather beaten trees beneath atmospheric
skies, with her clever use of negative space placing her solitary trees centre
stage.

Hazel Thomson is a seasoned “Arborealist”. Having painted many of her
stunning landscapes in Cheshire and Liverpool, Hazel’s body of work reflects
her intimate observations of forests throughout their cyclic conservation 
and re-growth, both cold and exposed and lush and green. Her realistic 
representation captures the gentle movement of dappled light and the 
rushing sounds of leaves.

Frank Linnett is a Liverpool-based artist and the emphasise on the 
importance of having visible references to ‘real’ things in his paintings, 
even if the piece does not reflect a definite reality, can be seen throughout 
his collection in Arboretum. The contrast of delicate Birchwood branches
against soft pastels creates an effective and surreal aesthetic, whilst 
transporting the individual viewer to a specific and nostalgic place.

Rob Edmondson’s art is a true reflection of the beautiful Lancashire 
landscape where he lives. The focus of his art is deeply introspective, as for
each piece he considerately questions the choice of natural subject matter.
Rob’s bold and lush palette is refreshing and invigorating to take in and 
illustrates the organic beauty found in each season.  

Joe Thompson is a Liverpool-based painter whose Arboretum series of
work portrays soft and looming woodland scenes. Taking inspiration from 
his own travels, Joe translates his observations onto the canvas, perfectly 
capturing the fleeting glimpses of light breaking through the canopy. 

The Arboretum exhibition runs until Saturday 28th April.
ENTRY IS FREE

The dot-art Gallery can be found at 
14 Queen Avenue, Castle Street, Liverpool, L2 4TX (just 5 minutes’
walk from Liverpool One).
Opening times: Monday – Saturday, 10am – 6pm
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OR those who remember Liverpool in the 1970s and
1980s, there is a risk of looking at the economic and 
cultural renaissance that has taken place since then in 

an uncritical way, which might ultimately lead to neglecting
the importance of the city’s unique character.  

Whilst the revival was kick-started by Objective 1 status and 
fuelled ten years ago by Capital of Culture, the continuing
drivers are in common with many other cities’ globalisation
and digitalisation. The wealth creation capability of these 
factors is strong, it could be argued that the product is 
ultimately bland, as evidenced by the spawning of many 
formulaic and predictable bars and restaurants in the heart of
Liverpool city centre. Although every city can claim some of
their distinction lies in its character, the traits of Liverpool have
justifiably made it one of the most famous cities in the world.  

So what were the unique qualities of Liverpool which 
created this strong character and clear reputation?

Firstly, and probably the most significant factor, is that the city
developed strongly with its essential nature being formed

when many of the people to be found in the city were actually
in transit. Countless emigrants to the New World passed
through Liverpool and the city’s status as a major port meant
that there were many temporary visitors. An article in the 
Liverpool Mercury in 1887 summarised the city’s atmosphere
as follows; 

“The streets of Liverpool during the emigrant season 
presents stirring spectacles of cosmopolitan animation,
and the city itself is the temporary resting place of visitors
from all parts of the hemisphere, Russians, suspicious 
and sullen, … Finns and Poles, men of fierce and haughty
natures, Germans, quiet and inoffensive, brave and 
determined, the flaxen-haired Scandinavians, paragons 
of nature’s handiwork, erect and stately.”

This paragraph might now appear to be unacceptably 
stereotypical, but nonetheless it gives a clear feel as to the 
variety of people to be found on the streets of Liverpool in the
late 1880s. It is a pattern that has now been repeated, not
through emigrants or seamen but through the arrival of

tourists. The character formed and regenerated through this
constant interaction with people in transit or temporary 
visitors is complex, involving openness with strangers and a
willingness to assist them, an acceptance of change, a lack 
of concern over financial security, and a healthy disrespect for
status and authority. Recently, I spoke to a young Brazilian 
who has now settled in Liverpool and was pursuing with great
enthusiasm a career in digital graphics. He told me how easy
he had found it to settle here in Liverpool and to fit in with 
the local atmosphere and environment. Receptiveness to the
ideas and talents from those coming outside the city can only
stimulate our further growth.  

A second major factor in the city’s emergence and development
was an acceptance of risk taking.  This was most clearly seen 
in 1710 when the citizens of Liverpool in effect mortgaged its
entire wealth to London bankers so as to commence the 
construction of Steer’s Dock. This could be considered to have
been a massive gamble by the city leaders on their part, given
it was the first enclosed dock to be constructed since the time
of the Romans. Nonetheless, it proved a signal success and
was the key factor in Liverpool’s early development to becoming
a major port. Whilst mortgaging the entire assets of the 
present city would not ever realistically arise, it is nonetheless 
a reasonable perspective on the level of risk that produced
wealth and growth.  

In the legal world, the city’s character was shown in the 
19th century by the modernising of the ancient Liverpool
Court of Passage – so as to form an effective and efficient
Court of Voluntary Jurisdiction. The merchants and 

industrialists of Liverpool were frustrated by the delays and 
arcane procedures of the ancient courts and were able to use
the Court of Passage for swift dispute to resolution.

It would be unfortunate if these traditions were merely 
considered to be historic. There is a clear opportunity to build
upon them, so as to create unique selling points for Liverpool,
which could be contrasted with the conformity of many cities
now to the demands of globalised corporations. If like me you
spend any significant time in London, you can see how that
city has substantially lost its independence and character in an
uncritical pursuit of globalised wealth.

The businesses we run, Complete Counsel and Complete 
Mediation are unashamedly Liverpool based businesses –
and we regard this as a selling point. Complete Counsel is 
an innovative way of supporting barristers which avoids the 
increasingly negative features of the quasi corporate modern
chambers. The idea is to support a barrister as an individual
and give that individual the opportunity to practise to the
highest possible level.  

Complete Mediation offers an alternative to court based 
resolution and is keen to play its part in the regeneration of
local businesses and the Liverpool economy as a whole. 
Given the determination of many in the media to persist in
posting a negative perception of Liverpool as a city, considering
Complete Mediation is a selling point that might be considered
a little bold – but on the other hand it is very timid by the 
standards that our city leaders adhered to in 1710.  

Founded by Claire Labio and Charles Feeny, Complete Mediation
was formed through a desire to offer a cost effective alternative 
to local businesses and help them resolve their differences with
suppliers/contractors without going down the formal legal route. 
If any of the following applies to you then Mediation may be the
answer, as it achieves settlement in approximately 90% of cases.

Here, Charles asks...

WHAT IS LIVERPOOL’S 
21ST CENTURY USP?

If you would like to discuss how mediation 
may benefit your business please contact: 
support@completemediation.co.uk or visit the
Complete Mediation website for more details: 

www.completemediation.co.uk

Claire Labio Charles Feeny

E. support@completemediation.co.uk  
www.completemediation.co.uk

Mediation fees 
can be as low as £200. 
Complete Mediation
has a diverse team of 

experienced mediators, 
a number with Employment 

Law backgrounds, 
who can assist you in 

resolving your dispute.

F

l  I would prefer to reach an agreement 
    rather than litigate

l  I may want to continue in business in the future 
    with the other party

l  Confidentiality is important

l  I am concerned about costs rising

l  I want an end to this situation as soon as possible
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Getaria

Liverpool Office: 1 Old Hall Street • Liverpool L3 9HF
www.begbies-traynor.com

Begbies Traynor is the corporate recovery and 
insolvency division of Begbies Traynor Group. 
Their Liverpool office is located at No. 1 Old Hall
Street in the heart of Liverpool’s business community.

If you are a company director and are experiencing 
financial worries, please contact us in strict confidence: 

John Fairbrother
T: 0151 227 4010
E: john.fairbrother@begbies-traynor.com

Jason Greenhalgh
T: 0151 227 4010
E: jason.greenhalgh@begbies-traynor.com

John Fairbrother (left) and Jason Greenhalgh

Begbies Traynor is one of the UK’s most respected and experienced business rescue specialists. 
It operates through a national network of over 50 offices and enjoys an excellent reputation 
for the provision of professional services to businesses, their Owners and advisers, Bankers 

and other financial institutions in the specialist areas of Recovery, Restructuring,  
Corporate Advisory, Finance plus Investigation and Risk management. 

WHAT IS THE SCALE OF THE PROBLEM?
Employing 43,000 staff globally and almost 20,000 staff in the UK
alone, thousands of these workers are now facing an uncertain 
future. The impact has already been huge and it is far from over.
Hundreds of staff have already been made redundant, with many
more now anxious over their own position. However, it is not just
those directly employed by Carillion who should be concerned. 
Carillion subcontracted much of their work out to smaller, local
firms, many of whom are now looking to the future with fear and
uncertainty. Not only are they facing the prospect of losing the 
subcontract work they were relying on, there are also grave fears
about if they will ever see any money Carillion owed them for work
already carried out.

HOW DOES THIS AFFECT LIVERPOOL 
AND THE SURROUNDING AREA?
With numerous projects all across the country, there is barely a part
of the UK which will be unaffected by this news. Unfortunately,
however, Liverpool finds itself being hit harder than most. Arguably
the biggest building project taking place in the city at the moment,
the much-anticipated £335m redevelopment of the Royal Liverpool
University Hospital was headed up by Carillion. Following their 
collapse, work at the site has now all but ground to a halt and is 
on hold until further notice.

The collapse of Carillion earlier this year sent shockwaves
across the country. The construction and services 
company was a giant in its sector and held many key
governmental contracts. These ranged from the 
construction of new hospitals, bypasses and rail links,
through to delivering school meals, providing hospital
cleaning services and the maintenance of military 
housing.

Here, John Fairbrother, Partner at Begbies Traynor
and based in the Group’s Liverpool office, talks about
how businesses, large and small, that have suffered or
are worried about their company’s future, should seek 
advice as soon as possible in order to help them survive
the Carillion crisis.

EXPLORING THE FALLOUT 
IN LIVERPOOL FOLLOWING 
THE COLLAPSE OF CARILLION 

Carillion could be the final straw for those companies
already on unsteady financial ground, while for others
this will be the trigger that signals uncertain times
ahead. 

The government has announced plans to back a £100m
support package by offering loans to contractors who
have been directly affected by the collapse of Carillion.
This will hopefully go some way to helping those firms
in need, but for others this will not be enough. The
sheer scale of the work Carillion provided meant that
some sub-contractors relied entirely on this pipeline 
of work. With Carillion out of the picture, these 
subcontractor businesses may quickly realise that 
they had ‘too many eggs in one basket’.

HOW BEGBIES TRAYNOR CAN HELP
As a firm, we have already assisted a number of 
businesses nationally who have suffered from the fall
out of the Carillion collapse. Rescue processes have
been implemented to stabilise the subcontractor’s
trading while the businesses recover from the financial
hit they have suffered. Whether you are already feeling
the effect of the Carillion collapse or are worried what
the future may hold for you and your business, the
advice is the same – take action now!

The sooner you contact a business recovery professional,
the more options will be open to you and the greater
the chance of you being able to continue running
your company successfully. Begbies Traynor’s Liverpool
office is headed up by John Fairbrother and Jason
Greenhalgh who will be happy to help you understand
all your options and guide you towards the most 
appropriate one which works for both you and your
company.

The Royal Liverpool University Hospital not only promised a better experience for
patients but also brought a huge amount of work into the local area. With the
construction industry struggling, the hospital redevelopment was a welcome
source of work for small businesses in and around the city. Things, however, did
not quite go to plan, with the build quickly finding itself running both over
budget and also lagging behind schedule.

The hospital was seen as a key contributor to Carillion’s ultimate demise, and it is
easy to see why. The project had already been delayed several times, having been
plagued with issues including an asbestos discovery and burst pipes. The collapse
of the company contracted to do the work is yet another unwelcome delay.
Merseyside NHS bosses immediately entered into discussions with various parties
following the collapse in an effort to get the subcontractors back on site. They
estimated that the development was 90% complete.

HOW DOES THIS AFFECT THOSE WORKING 
ON THE HOSPITAL REDEVELOPMENT?
Such a mammoth project required a huge number of specialists from all areas of
the construction sector to be brought in to complete the project. Much of this
work was sub-contracted out to smaller firms from across Merseyside and the
surrounding area. While this was a welcome influx of work when the project was
progressing, in the wake of Carillion’s demise, a huge number of sub-contractors
across the region are now left out of pocket and out of a job. Not only do these
sub-contractors now have to look for other work to fill the hole that has opened
up now but they cannot rely on future work on the site. Many are also left 
wondering whether they will be paid for the work already carried out. With 
Carillion operating on 120 day payment terms, some sub-contractors could be
facing the possibility of losing out on being paid for up to three months’ worth
of work already undertaken.

With creditors set to receive as little as 1p for every pound they are owed, this
could be devastating to those who were relying on this money to pay their bills,
staff, and suppliers. While some will be able to trade out of their current position
by taking on alternative work and using their cash reserves to prop them up in
the short-term, others will not have the resources to do this. The harsh truth for
some, is that without Carillion their business is simply not feasible going forward.

WHAT IS LIKELY TO HAPPEN NEXT?
The reality is that a company of Carillion’s size cannot go under without dragging
other smaller businesses that relied on the work it provided along with it. Carillion’s
supply chain was vast and spread right across the country, including many small
businesses in our region. It is estimated that nationally some 30,000 smaller 
businesses in the supply chain are affected by the Carillion collapse. The loss of
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www.morecrofts.co.uk @Morecrofts/MorecroftsSolicitors

Liverpool City Centre      Crosby      Woolton      Wirral      Allerton      London

Morecrofts LLP offers legal advice on a broad range of services for individuals and businesses LLP No. OC333433

Want crystal 
clear legal advice?

For more information call us today on:

0151 236 8871
or email info@morecrofts.co.uk

Our friendly, experienced staff  
are available to advise on:

• Wills & probate
• Personal Injury
• Family Law
• Education
• Litigation
• Conveyancing
• Commercial law
• Property
• Employment & HR
• Advice for Business
• Services for the Elderly

We won’t bombard you with 
buzzwords & complicated 
terminology, it’s not our thing!
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LIVERPOOL: Cotton Exchange, Old Hall Street, Liverpool L3 9LQ  T: 0151 236 8871
ALLERTON: 32 Allerton Road, Allerton, Liverpool, L18 1LN  T: 0151 909 2191
CROSBY: 2 Crown Buildings, Liverpool Road, Crosby, Liverpool L23 5SR  T: 0151 924 9234
WOOLTON: 7 Church Road, Woolton, Liverpool L25 5JE  T: 0151 428 1911
BIRKENHEAD: 30 Hamilton Square, Birkenhead, Wirral CH41 6AZ  T: 0151 666 2210

www.morecrofts.co.uk

in/MorecroftsSolicitors             @Morecrofts            @MorecroftsHRB

With some of the region’s leading expert solicitors on our team, 
we are here for all your legal needs.
From Commercial Law, to Property, Litigation, Employment, Private Client and 
Family Services, Morecrofts can help you gain the result you need when needed.
We appreciate that needing a solicitor can be daunting, and we promise to always 
give you a friendly reception, offering clear advice without jargon.
We have offices in Liverpool City Centre, Crosby, Wirral, Allerton and Woolton, 
priding ourselves on serving communities for more than 200 years.
Our legal excellence has been recognised many times over the years, with glowing 
testimonials, happy clients and multiple award wins, including Medium law firm 
of the year at the Liverpool Law Society Awards.
Whether you’re an individual who needs legal advice, you’re buying or selling your home,
or you own a business with legal needs, Morecrofts are here to help guide you to success.

Morecrofts
Solicitors

www.morecrofts.co.uk

The conference, which was founded by Morecrofts in 2015,
sees a delegation of multiple agencies come together with
speakers throughout the day, looking at forms of domestic
abuse and how we as professionals are dealing with it in 
society. It acts as a forum for sharing knowledge and best
practice and aims to inform and bolster the network of 
professional support available within the City region and 
beyond.

Following the success of recent years, in 2018 the conference
has moved to Knowsley in order to cater for a wider regional
demand. Speakers in 2018 will include experts from Merseyside
Police talking on current strategies, an abuse survivor who
has been recognised by Pride of Britain for her bravery, as
well as experts from several other parts of the field.

The conference is suitable for; social workers, solicitors, 
charities, police, local authorities, NHS workers, private 
sector health professionals and anyone who may deal with
domestic abuse in their professional career.

Alison Lobb, Managing Partner at Morecrofts said: 
“This conference has risen in popularity year on
year due to its excellent reputation in delivering
reliable information and generating valuable
conversation. As one of the most established
law firms in the region, with a particularly
strong, award-winning family law team, 
we see it as a privilege that we are able to 
bring together delegates from several sectors 
to engage in this important conversation.”

Tickets are £45 + VAT and include free parking, 
full day conference (9.30am – 4.30pm), light breakfast, lunch 

and refreshments throughout the day.

For more information email Ami-lee Price at ALP@Morecrofts.co.uk

Domestic Abuse Conference 2018 will take place on Tuesday, April 24, 2018
at Suites Hotel in Knowsley

NEW APPOINTMENT 
FOR PROPERTY
LAW DEPARTMENT
Morecrofts has recruited conveyancing
solicitor Alison Love, who has joined
from a position as head of residential
conveyancing at Black Norman

Alison, who has worked in conveyancing across
Merseyside for more than 30 years, will be
based primarily in the firm’s Crosby office. She
has also previously worked for regional law
firms, including Canter Levin & Berg, Maxwell
Hodge and EAD Solicitors. She said:
“Morecrofts is recognised as one of the 
region’s best law firms, both from a client
and employee perspective, so I’m very 
excited to be joining the team and I hope 
to help the property law department 
continue its recent growth.

“This is still a buoyant time for residential
conveyancing and buyer confidence 
remains high in many areas, which has 
been further boosted by the first time buyer
stamp duty incentive introduced in the last
Budget. We are looking forward to being
very busy for a long time to come.”

Peter Pownall, head of property law at 
Morecrofts, said: “Our property team has
grown exponentially over the past 18 months,
with instructions from residential and 
commercial clients at an all-time high. 
“We felt it was crucial to bring in a high quality,
experienced practitioner to help sustain that
trend and Alison undoubtedly fits the bill.”

5SEXUAL HARASSMENT
5 STEPS TO PROTECT 
YOUR EMPLOYEES
In a recent poll conducted by Opinum Research, 
one in five women said that they have been 
victims of sexual harassment in the workplace. 
The same poll revealed that 58 per cent of 
women who have experienced sexual harassment 
did not report it to their employer. 

2

3

4

5
1

Sexual harassment is a form of 
discrimination under the Equality Act
2010 and is defined as unwanted 
behaviour of a sexual nature which 
violates your dignity, makes you feel
intimidated, degraded or humiliated
and creates a hostile or offensive 
environment. This covers numerous
acts including asking sexual questions,
unwanted touching, whistling in a 
sexual manner and sending suggestive
emails at work. Employers will be 
vicariously liable for acts of sexual 
harassment by their employees during
the course of their employment. 
Employers will therefore need to 
ensure that they take all reasonable
steps to protect their employees from
harassment in the workplace. 
NOW THAT THE MEDIA HAS RAISED
AWARENESS ON SEXUAL HARASSMENT
IN THE WORK PLACE, ARE MORE 
EMPLOYEES GOING TO COME 
FORWARD WITH ALLEGATIONS 
OF SEXUAL HARASSMENT?
Sarah Day, trainee solicitor in the
Morecrofts Employment team, has put
together 5 steps an employer can take
to protect their employees from sexual
harassment in the workplace: 

POLICY
Enforce a sexual harassment policy 
in your workplace. Make sure your 
employees have regular training on
harassment and discrimination so 
that they know exactly what is and
what is not acceptable. Add sexual 
harassment training into your new
starters’ induction, this will help you
keep track of who has and has not 
had training and will enforce your 
policies from the outset. 

REPORTING
Make sure your employees know
specifically who to report to if they 

experience or have experienced sexual
harassment in the work place. Make
sure you train your managers in how
to deal with complaints of sexual 
harassment, as it is a very sensitive issue.
Employees need to feel comfortable
reporting their concerns to someone
they can trust and believe will take
them seriously. 

INVESTIGATE
If a complaint has been raised by an
employee of sexual harassment, make
sure it is investigated thoroughly. 
The complaint must be investigated
promptly and objectively. The 
complainant should feel like they are
being listened to. Try and gather as much
evidence as possible. Witness statements
are very valuable to establish the 
circumstances of the complaint 
before reaching a final conclusion. 

DISCIPLINARY
If a complaint is so serious that it cannot
be resolved informally, it may be 
decided that the issue is a disciplinary
issue which needs to be dealt with 
formally. It is very important that the
procedure you follow is fair and prompt.
If you believe that serious harassment
has taken place, suspension of the 
alleged harasser should be considered.
If in doubt, revert back to the Acas
Code of Practice on disciplinary and
grievance procedures, which set out
principles for handling disciplinary and
grievance situations in the workplace.

OPTIONS
Counselling or training may be a 
suitable option initially to consider if
the complaint is less serious. In more
serious cases; written warnings, 
final written warnings, transfers or 
termination of contracts for gross 
misconduct may be more appropriate. 

Sarah Day

Alison Love
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SILK RD CELEBRATES 
ITS NEW LIVERPOOL SITE WITH 
EXCLUSIVE LAUNCH EVENT 
Silk Rd marked its official opening in Liverpool with an exclusive
launch event on Thursday 1st March.

The eatery first opened its doors in Heswall in 2017 before making the move
across the water to the city centre earlier this year. The exclusive Liverpool
launch evening welcomed movers and shakers from throughout the city to
showcase its magnificent new site. The guests who attended were treated 
to Sangria on arrival, a selection of canapés from across the Silk Road and a
delicious Pad Thai stand. These were all enjoyed whilst being entertained by
the fun fiesta band, Los Amigos. 

Co-owner of Silk Rd, Javier Mellado, said: “The team at Silk Rd would like to
say a huge thank you to those who joined us in celebration of the opening 
of our Liverpool site. The event was a great opportunity to showcase our 
offerings to the people of the city and introduce them to a glimpse of what
they can expect from us.” Co-owner of Silk Rd, Chris Williams, added: 
“2017 was a great year for us as we launched our brand over in Heswall –
and now we can’t wait to see what 2018 brings for Silk Rd in Liverpool.”

For more information about Silk Rd visit www.silkrd.co.uk
or to book call 0151 345 3536. 

CORPORATE & PRIVATE
CATERING PACKAGES 

NOW AVAILABLE

The popular Izakaya Restaurant, 
located on Liverpool’s city centre
Castle Street, was founded by
Harry Marquart and Kurt Wilson,
who both shared a passion for
Sushi and the Japanese culture.
The pair decided to learn more
about Japanese cuisine and the
Japanese way of life and went on to
master the art of Japanese cooking,
Sushi. They launched Izakaya in
2016 and the restaurant has been 
a huge success, becoming an 
extremely popular haven for Sushi
lovers.

OW there is more great news for devotees of Japanese
cuisine, as Izakaya is launching an alternative to corporate
and private catering requirements. The restaurant’s 
co-Directors, Harry Marquart and
Kurt Wilson, are well used to 

attending corporate meetings and events
and experiencing the usual ‘bog standard’
food that gets served. The duo explained,
“We have wanted to offer an alternative
to cucumber sandwiches since we opened
in 2016 and are now in a position to 
expand our operation and be able to 
deliver on this. We are sure that our sushi
platters will give an added touch of class
to any launch or business events, as well
as corporate meetings.” 

“We recently provided our first outside corporate catering for
Monzo Bank at Avenue HQ. We delivered our highly sought after
Bao buns, filled with Crispy Pork, Spicy Mayonnaise, Pickled Red

Cabbage and Crispy Shallots and we were
really pleased to receive a repeat order for
the following day. “

“We are able to offer our bespoke Corporate
& Private outside catering packages from as
little as £5 per head. We have invested in our
outside catering facilities in order to be able
to offer a full hot food menu, bespoke sushi
platters, which we will deliver to your 
workplace or home.”

“We are able to offer our 
bespoke Corporate & Private

outside catering packages
from as little as £5 per head.

We have invested in our 
outside catering facilities in
order to be able to offer a

full hot food menu, bespoke
sushi platters, which we will

deliver to your workplace 
or home.”

N

To find out more about Izakaya’s corporate and private catering 
or to arrange an order, please visit 

                             www.izakaya-sushi.co.uk
                             6 Castle Street, Liverpool L2 0NB
                             Tel: 0151 236 2018 
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The Vernon Arms, 69 Dale Street, Liverpool, L2 2HJ
Tel: 0151 236 6132

Facebook: facebook.com/TheVernonArmsL2/   Twitter: @VernonArmsL2    

WELCOME TO 

THE VERNON ARMS
THE PUB WITH A DIFFERENCE

Located on the corner of the junction of Vernon Street and Dale Street, the Vernon Arms
is a popular venue for customers of all ages and status. The pub sits close to The Premier
Inn, Ibis Styles and The Double Tree by Hilton hotels and so attracts a great mix of tourists

and visitors, who are all made to feel at home by the locals. Of course, apart from its
friendly atmosphere and welcoming bar staff, it might just simply be that the great beer

served here attracts the more discerning pub-goers of our region and beyond.

LATHAM LOUNGE

CATERED PRIVATE FUNCTIONS
Donations made to 

Marie Curie Cancer Care 
upon Hire of Lounge

****
LIVE ENTERTAINMENT
FRIDAY & SATURDAY

****
BIG SCREEN SPORT

NEW FOOD MENU

LUNCH RUSH SPECIAL DEAL
Any 2 Main Dishes

For only £9.00
Monday – Friday 12.00pm – 3.00pm

****
CHOICE OF 6 MAIN DISHES

£5.95 each
****

JACKET POTATOES
£3.95 each

****
BAGUETTES/TOAST/SANDWICHES

£3.50 each
****

SIDE ORDERS
Soup & Roll - £2.50
Garlic Bread - £2.50

Garlic Bread & Cheese - £3.00
Chunky Chips & Dip - £2.50

****
DESSERTS

Hot Chocolate Fudge Cake or
Sticky Apple Caramel Cake

Served with Ice Cream
£3.00

****
HOT BEVERAGES

Coffee or Hot Chocolate - £1.80
Tea - £1.50

6 CASK ALE PUMPS
New Ales added every day
Regular Cask Ales Include:
Rev James • Rum Porter

****
1 GUEST CIDER PUMP

Regularly serving Black Dragon
****

BELGIAN BOTTLED BEERS & CIDERS
including: Duvel • Chimay • Leffe

****
EXCLUSIVES ON DRAUGHT
including: Hoegaarden • Fruli
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Founded by brothers Gary and Colin Manning, 60 Hope Street is one of
Liverpool’s most popular venues for celebrations of all kinds. Weddings,

graduations, birthdays, office meals or a quiet night out with a loved one,
this award winning restaurant caters for all events and the popular venue

is currently providing two great offers for customers old and new.

Brad Armstrong
Spotlight on...

WHICH AREA DO YOU LIVE AND WHICH SCHOOL 
DID YOU ATTEND?
I have recently moved from Formby back to Birkdale where 
I grew up. I attended Merchant Taylors School in Crosby and
University in Manchester 

WHEN DID YOU JOIN MSB?
I joined MSB two years ago. 

WHAT IS YOUR ROLE AT MSB?
I am a Partner in the firm's commercial property department. 
I act for a wide range of clients, from property developers who
are looking to acquire land or property to build or develop, 
commercial landlords who are looking to let their properties or
tenants looking to occupy new premises. I act for clients
throughout the Liverpool City Region and the North West. 

OUTSIDE OF WORK WHAT IS YOUR FAVOURITE PASTIME?
I have a young family so I love spending time with them. 
We love having a wander around the beach and pinewoods 
at Formby

WHAT WOULD BE YOUR DREAM HOLIDAY DESTINATION?
I would love to go on a road trip along the west coast of the
USA from San Francisco down to San Diego, taking in all of the
sights of the Big Sur and the Monteray Peninsula  – and maybe
squeeze in a game of golf or two at Pebble Beach!

WHO OR WHAT MAKES YOU LAUGH?
At the moment, my little girl Thea! She has just turned three and
is a real character. She has me singing and dancing with her all
the time and I am in stitches with some of things that she comes
out with. 

IF YOU COULD HAVE A PINT WITH ANYONE IN THE WORLD
(PAST OR PRESENT) WHO WOULD YOU CHOOSE?
Jamie Carragher! I am one of the few reds at MSB and I would
love to have a chat with him about the footy and some of the
highlights of his career  

WHAT IS YOUR FAVOURITE GUILTY PLEASURE?
I love belting out a bit of Deacon Blue when in the car.

WHAT IS YOUR FAVOURITE BOOK AND FILM OF ALL TIME?
Shamefully I don't read as much as I would like to or probably
should! I enjoyed Stieg Larssons Millennium series whilst on 
holiday recently. In terms of film, whilst I am a big fan of films
from the 1980's, my favourite has to be ‘Love Actually’. 
I know that I am not going to live that down!

IF YOU WON THE LOTTERY WHAT WOULD YOU DO?
I would look after the family and then if it was a really big win I
would go and live in a villa on the cliffs near Andratx in Majorca.

BACK TO WORK! – WHAT ARE YOUR MAIN AMBITIONS 
FOR MSB GOING FORWARD?
It is a really exciting time for MSB. The firm is growing in all areas
and really thriving and we regularly win awards for the services
we provide. 
Personally, I became a Partner in the firm last year and I plan to
continue working hard with my colleagues in the commercial
team to ensure that we continue to drive growth, progress into
new, niche areas and services, continue to attract new clients
but also build on those important existing relationships.

HOW CAN YOU BE CONTACTED AT MSB?
Email: bradarmstrong@msbsolicitors.co.uk
Tel: 0151 281 9040

Partner
MSB Solicitors • 4 St. Paul’s Square • Liverpool L3 9SJ
www.msbsolicitors.co.uk

OPENING TIMES: 
RESTAURANT: Monday to Saturday 12noon – 2-30pm

RESTAURANT & 60 LOUNGE: Monday to Saturday 5.00pm – 10.00/10-30pm
RESTAURANT SUNDAYS:12noon - 8.00pm

60 HOPE STREET • LIVERPOOL L1 9BZ
Tel: 0151 707 6060 • Email: info@60hopestreet.com • www.60hopestreet.com

AFTERNOON TEA
Relax in the welcoming surroundings of the 60 Hope Street
restaurant or 60 Lounge and treat yourself and your friends
to a delicious selection of freshly made classic finger 
sandwiches, homemade scones, jam & cream and a
selection of homemade mini cakes. Afternoon tea is 
available daily from 12noon until 4.00pm and you can 
enjoy all of the above with either a pot of breakfast tea or
filter coffee, a glass of fizz or champagne and also try the
scones & clotted cream with tea. See prices listed below.

IT’S TIME FOR TEA
FRESHLY MADE CLASSIC 

FINGER SANDWICHES, HOMEMADE SCONES,
JAM & CREAM AND 

A SELECTION OF HOMEMADE MINI CAKES

TO BOOK CALL: 0151 707 6060
RESERVATIONS REQUIRED BY QUOTING

‘AFTERNOON TEA’
OFFER SUBJECT TO AVAILABILITY. T&CS APPLY

www.60hopestreet.com

WITH A POT OF 
BREAKFAST TEA OR 
FILTER COFFEE • £18.95

WITH A GLASS OF FIZZ • £25.50

WITH A GLASS OF 
CHAMPAGNE • £27.50

OR CHOOSE 
SCONES & CLOTTED CREAM 
WITH TEA • £11.00
PER PERSON
DAILY FROM 12 - 4PM
IN THE RESTAURANT 
& LOUNGE

60 HOPE STREET
JOIN US EVERY SUNDAY FOR A 

TRADITIONAL ROAST 
& DESSERT 

FOR £18
TO BOOK CALL 

0151 707 6060
AND QUOTE “ROAST OFFER”

OFFER IS SUBJECT TO AVAILABILITY
(Last orders for roast offer is 6.00pm)

TRADITIONAL SUNDAY ROAST
Each Sunday, 60 Hope Street provides the opportunity 
for diners to enjoy a succulent, traditional ‘Sunday Roast’,
followed by a delicious Dessert. Served from 12.00pm, 
with last serving being at 6.00pm, this a is great chance 
to enjoy a Sunday away from your own kitchen and treat
yourself and your family or friends to a wonderful dining
experience.
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ENEATH the blue suburban skies, just a stone’s throw
from Liverpool’s famous Penny Lane, you will discover
Mooshy La La’s AttiQue – a wonderful and magical
treasure trove of Bohemian Glamorous Vintage!

This wonderful and exquisite Vintage/Antique Boutique is owned and run by the delightful
Sue Gannon-Kendrick, who has a life-long passion for antique/vintage clothing and 
jewellery. Sue is happy to describe herself as, “An Aesthete and purveyor of treasure
and twinkling sparkly old things.” She says, “My work history has always involved 
display and presentation, a side of retail that I really enjoy, and now I find myself selling
items that I might have sold or worn myself over 40 years ago!”

Mooshy La La has a strong Art Deco theme, selling Vintage Clothing (from Victoriana
through to the 1980’s), Vintage Costume Jewellery, Artifacts and Collectibles, plus lots, 
lots more! Sue tells of being greatly influenced by Barbara Hulanicki’s ‘BIBA’ of the late
1960/70′s, and the hedonistic 1920’s Jazz Age! “Before its closure in 1975, I was very 
fortunate to experience BIBA first-hand and their magnificent emporium influenced my
own little vintage bazaar.” 

In this issue of MPL, Sue writes about how:

For more information and a peek inside Mooshy La La’s AttiQue, 
visit www.mooshylala.com
Contact Sue via email: mooshylala@gmail.com
Mooshy La La Vintage Clothing & Antiques
322 Smithdown Road, (near Penny Lane), Liverpool L15 5AJ
Telephone: 07906 619243
Opening Hours: Wednesday – Saturday: 11:00am – 5:30pm 

@mooshylala        MooshyLaLaAttique
Follow on Instagram: @mooshylala 
See reviews on TripAdvisor

MOOSHY LA LA
B

Sue Gannon-Kendrick

Sequins are for life – 
and not just for 
Christmas!
Get out the sequins and pimp up your crown, 
"Here comes the sun!" 

‘‘Here at Mooshy La La we have a wonderful collection of sequin and
beaded vintage garments in stock all year around. You know when 
you have that plainest 'little black dress' you've had for ages, that just 
fits you perfectly but you need to add something a bit more special? 
Well a sequined or beaded jacket over that dress can be a life saver!

Going out for dinner? And you really want to wear just your jeans 
and blazer, but you feel you always wear the same look! Then adding 
a sheer shimmery vest under your blazer can make you feel like a 
million Euro! 

Shimmering sequins will always look fabulous in the sunshine.
Whether you’re disco-dancing ‘til daybreak in Ibiza, shoe shopping in
Rome or dining with the captain on a Mediterranean cruise, for yet
again the prestige fashion houses chose to make sequins & beaded
embellishment a big feature in their Cruise/resort collections
Spring/Summer 2018.

As always, the festival season will forever be THE time to be adorned in
the most outrageous sparkling creations! Be it ‘Coachella’ and ‘Burning
Man’ or ‘Glastonbury’ and ‘V’ sequins are a sure way make you stand
out from the crowd!

Come along to Mooshy La La and check out our wide selection of 
one-off shimmering pieces. Add some sparkle and 
glamour to your life all year round – no matter when, 
or what the occasion! ’’
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E: liverpoolladiesnetwork@gmail.com - www.liverpoolladiesnetwork.co.uk 

Pictures by Arthur Gold (goldsnapper@gmail.com)

LIVERPOOL LADIES NETWORK (LNN)
Run by Lindsey Moore (Agnes Marketing), Jayne Croft (Brabners) and Louise Molloy (NatWest), LLN
was established over 20 years ago and is a not-for-profit business network for female professionals
working within Merseyside. Its purpose is to provide a welcoming, supportive environment where
like-minded women can meet new contacts, build new relationships and ultimately develop and
retain more business within Liverpool.

The first LNN lunch of 2018 took place on 7th February at 30 James Street, with 100 women 
attending, each networking while enjoying lunch and a glass of wine. The speaker was international
leadership coach Sandra Green, founder and CEO of the WLA. Sandra shared insights into key
tools and techniques adopted by some of the world’s most successful women leaders.

LLN
Liverpool Ladies Network

Lindsey Moore
Spotlight on...

Many businesses will spend money on marketing collateral without first
clearly defining the type of business they want and therefore who their 
target audience really is. Effective marketing is not about telling lots of 
people all about your business; it’s about understanding who your 
audience is, and more importantly who it isn’t.  
Marketing and sales is less about persuasion and more about understanding.
If you can see the world from your customers perspective you can tailor
your proposition to perfectly align with this and reflect it back to them in
your marketing communications. Once you have a clear line of sight on
your audience it becomes much easier to find them, and only then can you
make effective decisions on how you are going to reach them and with
what message.
I work with businesses to help them identify their unique proposition to a
highly targeted audience. I then help them develop a marketing plan which
specifies exactly what activity needs to be done and when. This in turn provides
clarity, efficiency and effectiveness to their business development and 
marketing efforts.

YOU ARE CHAIR OF LIVERPOOL LADIES NETWORK (LLN) 
WHAT DOES THIS INVOLVE?
LLN is a not-for-profit business network for professional women working
within Merseyside. We hold five lunches and five ‘6-0-clock Club’ after work
events each year. Our aim is to provide a welcoming, supportive and inclusive
environment where like-minded women can meet new contacts, build new
relationships and develop and retain business within Merseyside. Established
for almost 20 years LLN has gone through quite a renaissance over the last
8 years and now has over 600 female professionals who regularly attend
our events. In fact, we have recently had to move our lunch venue to 
accommodate our growing numbers, as we were constantly selling out. 
I love being involved with LLN. I get to meet the most incredible and inspiring
women and have a meal and a drink with them on a regular basis!

OUTSIDE OF YOUR WORKING HOURS 
WHAT IS YOUR FAVOURITE PASTIME?
More than anything I enjoy spending time with my friends and family. 
I have a husband, two sons aged 11 and 14, and a dog who has lots 
of energy, so I can often be found out walking with my family in 
Royden Park and along the wonderful Wirral coastline.

WHAT WOULD BE YOUR DREAM HOLIDAY DESTINATION?
My absolute favourite holiday destination is the Amalfi Coast in Italy. It is
stunningly beautiful, the weather is always great and the food is to die for!

WHO OR WHAT MAKES YOU LAUGH?
I have got a very receptive sense of humour so lots of things make me
laugh! My mum is a particular source of amusement to me as she often
gets her phrases and sayings mixed up. Only yesterday she was telling me
how one of her friends let something slip in conversation and it had
opened “a right can of beans”! 

IF YOU BOOKED A TABLE FOR 6 FOR A DINNER PARTY, 
WHICH 5 GUESTS (PAST OR PRESENT) WOULD YOU LIKE 
TO HAVE SITTING WITH YOU?
This is a tough one, but I’d have to go for Paul McCartney, Nelson Mandela,
Julie Walters and two very special guests – my late dad and nan.  

WHAT’S YOUR FAVOURITE GUILTY PLEASURE?
Watching Love Actually more often than I should.

WHAT IS YOUR FAVOURITE BOOK AND FILM OF ALL TIME?
My favourite book is Scoop by Evelyn Waugh and my favourite film 
is Moulin Rouge

IF YOU WON THE LOTTERY WHAT WOULD YOU DO?
Buy a campervan and start my world tour!

BACK TO WORK! – WHAT ARE YOUR MAIN AMBITIONS 
FOR AGNES MARKETING GOING FORWARD?
Just to continue working with nice people and doing interesting work 
that makes a real difference to their businesses. 

HOW CAN YOU BE CONTACTED AT AGNES MARKETING?
Email: lindsey@agnesmarketing.co.uk   Tel: 07841 391 567

WHICH AREA DO YOU LIVE AND WHICH SCHOOL 
DID YOU ATTEND?
I grew up in Crosby where I went to Sacred Heart High School 
but I later moved down south and after many years living there 
I moved back to Merseyside 14 years ago. I now live on the Wirral.  

WHEN DID YOU CREATE AGNES MARKETING 
AND WHY DID YOU DECIDE TO START YOUR OWN BUSINESS
I set up Agnes Marketing in 2014 specifically to help Merseyside based
SMEs be much more effective in their business development and 
marketing efforts, which would in turn help them to grow faster. 
Prior to setting up my business development and marketing 
consultancy I worked for marketing agencies in the south and then in
Liverpool within the client services division. My role was to win new
business for the agency by recommending marketing activity to clients
that would achieve their objectives and maximise their ROI.  
Agnes Marketing was born out of the desire to provide independent
and unbiased advice to small and medium sized businesses which
were not focused around selling a specific type of marketing.

WHAT ASSISTANCE DO YOU PROVIDE FOR CLIENTS 
AT AGNES MARKETING?
‘Marketing’ is the easiest thing in the world to burn your budget on…
the stack of brochures in the corner that were never used, the re-brand
that never translated into growth, the list goes on. 

Agnes Marketing 
www.agnesmarketing.co.uk  
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&SIMPLY
HAIR
BEAUTY
setting the style

Tracie and her professionally trained team, Tricia, Steve, Nikki, Mo and 
Saturday girls Liv and Ellis, are always on hand to provide their customers,
some of whom have had their hair done by Tracie for over 30 years, with
the best available hairdressing products and advice in order to help fulfil
each client’s personal hairdressing requirements.

The salon is clean, tidy and spacious, with new and modern LED lighting
throughout the interior and Tracie has also recently invested in a brand
new frontage, adding to the overall ambience of the salon.

One of the most pleasing aspects of the Simply Hair salon is the welcome
that you receive immediately you walk through the door. A warm greeting
is quickly followed by a refreshing cup of tea or coffee and a chat about
how you are getting on. The salon’s team are all friendly, welcoming, fully
trained and experienced in providing a varied range of hair treatments,
while the clean and modern salon goes a long way in helping to make
your trip to Simply Hair & Beauty a most enjoyable one.

The popular Simply Hair and Beauty
Unisex Salon on Hoylake Road, Moreton,
is this month celebrating its 9th birthday,
having been launched by owner 
Tracie Clarke in March 2009. 
Since its opening, the salon has proved 
to be extremely popular with people 
of all age groups and has built up a 
regular client base. 457 HOYLAKE ROAD, MORETON, WIRRAL CH46 6DQ

Telephone: 0151 677 9215
Opening Tuesday to Saturday – including late nights on Thursdays and Fridays.

Follow us on 

&SIMPLY
HAIR
BEAUTY

INSTANT HIGHLIGHTS
Cut your salon time in half by using
L'Oreals first pro heat lightening 
system. It creates delicately woven
soft highlights to give you a 
sun-kissed glow while accentuating
your features. Perfect for anyone
with minimal time but requires the
maximum effect. 

THE METALLIC PALETTE
Discover the metallic range with five
new high shine shades. Suitable for
light levels of natural base or used
after pre-lightening hair first.

BABYLISS PERFECT CURL
Using this clever gadget allows the
salon’s staff to produce a head full 
of curls on the straightest of hair in
approximately 30 to 40 minutes.
Your curls will remain in place until
you wash your hair again.

&SIMPLY HAIR  BEAUTY
setting the style

GREAT HAIR PRODUCTS & ATTENTIVE SERVICE
COMBINE TO ADD EXTRA STYLE 

TO MORETON SALON

SMARTBOND
This is a new generation bond
strengthening system by L'Oreal 
professional. Smartbond is an additive
which is mixed with the colour or pre
lightening product to protect the hair
while colouring. The ingredients used
protect strong bonds and restores
weak bonds inside the hair fibre. 
It prevents breakage, protects the
hair from damage and maintains 
the integrity of the fibre, for softer,
stronger and shinier hair. While booking
your appointment please ask for the
Smart Bond treatment to be included
with your service. As an added bonus
smartbond home conditioner can be
purchased in the salon to be used
once a week to reinforce Simply Hair
& Beauty’s service.
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in my 
LiverpoolHOME

THIS FEATURE IS KINDLY SPONSORED BY DARTSWIFT INTERNATIONAL LTD. PROUD OF LIVERPOOL’S HERITAGE.

PHILHARMONIC HALL
Sited on Hope Street, the Philharmonic Hall is home to the Royal
Philharmonic Orchestra (RPO) and was officially opened in 1939,
after Herbert J. Rouse designed the art deco building we have
today. The original concert hall used by the Royal Philharmonic 
Society, designed in 1844 by Liverpool architect John Cunningham
and opened on 27th August 1849, was destroyed by fire in July
1933. The new hall was built on the site of the previous ill-fated
venue and was officially opened on 19th June 1939 and the first
concert, conducted by Sir Thomas Beecham, took place the very
next day. An extension, designed by Liverpool architects, Brock
Carmichael Associates, was added to the rear of the new hall in
1992 and in 1995 a major refurbishment of the whole hall was
undertaken. The design was again created by Brock Carmichael
who worked alongside Lawrence Kirkegaard Associates, an 
acoustic consultant company. A further renovation involving a 
refurbishment of the main concert hall and auditorium and the
addition of a new performance space named the Music Room
was finished in October 2015. The building is a Grade II Listed
building.

WALKER ART GALLERY
Situated on William Brown Street, the Walker Art Gallery was commissioned
in 1873 by Andrew Barclay Walker, a Scottish born brewer who lived in
Gateacre and who was an Alderman of Liverpool. The building was designed
by Liverpool architects Cornelius Sherlock and H.H. Vale and
officially opened by the Earl of Derby, Edward Henry 
Stanley, on 6th September 1877 and within four years
was attracting over 2,000 visitors per day. The two
marble statues that greet the thousands of 
visitors and the rooftop replica Spirit of 
Liverpool, (the original had to be removed
due to weather deterioration), along with
the bas-relief friezes along the walls
were created by John Warrington
Wood, who actually was from 
Warrington. The figure to the 
left of the entrance is Raphael 
and on the right is 
Michelangelo.

PORT OF LIVERPOOL BUILDING
The oldest of Liverpool’s Three Graces and the former home of the
Mersey Docks and Harbour Board. The Grade II building, which is 
80 feet high, stands on the long ago filled-in Georges Dock and was
designed by Sir Arnold Thornely and F.B. Hobbs, in consultation with
Briggs and Wolstenhome. Construction, which was undertaken by
the Manchester based William Brown & Son, began in 1904 and the
building was completed in 1907. It is designed in Edwardian Baroque
style and has a concrete frame clad in Portland Stone. The building
was the headquarters of the MDHB for 87 years from 1907 to 1984
and the large dome that sits atop the building has seen the POL
building being compared to the likes St. Peter’s Basilica in Rome 
and London’s St. Paul’s Cathedral.

SEFTON PARK PALM HOUSE
When visiting Sefton Park you cannot fail to notice the
award winning Palm House rising majestically above 
the tree tops. This beautiful Grade II listed Victorian
glasshouse was a gift from Henry Yates Thompson, who
was born at Dingle Cottage in 1838, the eldest son of
Samuel Thompson of Thingwall Hall. It is believed that
Henry inherited the majority of the fortune left by his 
father and he bestowed much of this inheritance on his
native City of Liverpool. Along with his £10,000 funding
of the Palm House he also provided money for the 
construction of the conservatory in Stanley Park. first
opened to the public in 1896 and was designed and built
by MacKenzie and Moncur of Edinburgh. It is octagonal
in shape, measuring 25m in height on a base of red 
granite stone imported from the Isle of Mull and has
3,710 flat planes of glass, all individually cut. Every one 
of the eight corners is marked by a marble and bronze
statue, each depicting an historical figure created by
French sculptor Chavalliaud. The interior of the Palm
House contains a wonderful collection of exotic plants
and flowers, including citrus plants, varieties of
Bougainvilleas, Bird of Paradise and Angel’s Trumpet.
There are also another three statues to gaze at; "Highland
Mary" (the great love of poet Robbie Burns), "The Angel's
Whisper" and “The Goats”. Standing proudly in the
grounds of the Palm House is the much-loved statue of
Peter Pan, which was donated to the park in 1928 by
George Audley, ‘a gentleman of Birkdale’, and unveiled 
in June of that year in the presence of the creator of the
Peter Pan story, Sir James Barrie.

EMPIRE THEATRE
Located on the corner of London Road and Lime Street, on
the site of the original ‘New Prince of Wales Theatre and
Opera House’, which opened on 15th October 1866, stands
the Empire Theatre. The theatre changed its name to the
Royal Alexander Theatre in July 1867 and after closing in
1894, it re-opened in 1895 under the new ownership of 
Empire Theatre (Liverpool) but keeping the same name. 
In 1896 the theatre was sold to Messrs. Moss and Thornton
and was given its present name of the Empire Theatre. In
February 1924 the theatre was demolished and replaced by 
a larger theatre which opened on 9th March1925. Owned 
in 1977 by Moss Empires, the Empire was under threat 
of closure once again but in 1979 it was acquired by 
Merseyside County Council and over the next two years
major improvements to back stage facilities and extensions to
the stage and orchestra pit took place. A further refurbishment
was undertaken in 1999, improving audience facilities and 
increasing the size of the stage and in 2002 the theatre, 
now owned by Clear Channel Entertainment, had a modern
extension built on the site of the demolished Legs of Man
public house. The Empire is a Grade II Listed building and
Britain’s largest two-tier auditorium and is owned by the 
Ambassador Theatre Group, who took over the theatre in 2011.
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ABENSONS SOLICITORS

LUNYA’S FULL HOUSE
CATALAN RESTAURANT, BAR AND DELI 

CONTINUES UPWARD CURVE

HE team behind the multiple award-winning Lunya, which
has sites in Liverpool and Manchester, has revealed 
the brand has experienced a record period in business 
following the move to a new space in Liverpool One back

in October 2017. The family-owned Catalunyan restaurant bar
and deli is continuing to thrive since moving to their larger
premises situated on Hanover Street, at its
junction with College Lane, and with the
whole operation now located on the
ground floor, there is full accessibility for all.

Owners Peter and Elaine Kinsella spoke of
the strong rise in footfall culminating in
regular full houses and turning customers
away. Elaine said: “It seems that both locals
and tourists can’t get enough of what 
we are doing and naturally that is very 
satisfying. Our move to Hanover Street
has seen our sales in Liverpool shoot up
by more than 25% since October and we
are confident of the demand continuing
– our customers have told us so.”

The feedback follows a £200,000 investment by the Kinsellas,
with the new Lunya Liverpool now occupying one floor of 
beautifully crafted multi-dimensional space, enabling the multi-
award winning independent business to enhance its high street
visibility, combining the dining area, bar and deli into one. 

The restaurant, designed by Different Studio, retains a relaxed,
traditional and informal setting. A 20ft mural spanning both
floors joins a 140sq ft map of Spain, which highlights the locations
of Lunya’s key suppliers and the story of the people and the land
behind the produce, in being installed in the restaurant. Artwork
in the style of Antoni Gaudi, commissioned for their original site,

remains, with a new, larger deli that stocks
an expansive range of high quality artisan
produce from Spain – an asset that Lunya
has become known for. 

Lunya also stocks the UK’s largest range
of Spanish beers, complemented by an
upscaled bar.  
“The increased open plan space and 
additional features of the business has 
enabled Lunya to grow the number and
size of its regular events, which range
from wine and food tasting evenings to
gin experiences,” said Peter Kinsella. “We
think the new Lunya looks stunning and

feedback from our loyal guests and customers supports this.
We've literally been overwhelmed since we opened.”

Lunya now runs all of its 'Tastings' evenings, which include wine,
gin, cheese and sherry tasting, as corporate events and hold
these events either in their restaurant or at their client's premises
to suit.

“It seems that both locals and
tourists can’t get enough of

what we are doing and naturally
that is very satisfying. Our move
to Hanover Street has seen our
sales in Liverpool shoot up by
more than 25% since October
and we are confident of the 

demand continuing – 
our customers have told us so.”

Peter Kinsella

T

Further details are available via: info@lunya.co.uk
55 Hanover Street • Liverpool ONE • Liverpool L1 3DN 

Tel: 0151 706 9770   www.lunya.co.uk



NCE we begin to observe our breathing, many of us
might be surprised how often we breathe during any
one day...when we eat, using technology at work, 
exercising – even if only walking, whilst watching 

television or when we are asleep (waking up with a dry mouth
and needing a pee are tell tale signs!)

Essentially an incorrect form of respiration, mouth breathing can
happen for a number of reasons. Some people do it out of habit.
Their bite may be off or the position of the jaw and teeth may be
such that when they sleep their lips don’t quite close. A young
person may also suffer from abnormally large tonsils, which can
obstruct breathing.

Mouth breathing may also occur as a result of a birth defect, like
a deviated septum, that may make it more difficult to breathe
through the nose. 

Older folks can end up mouth breathing as a result of taking
medication.

One of the most common side effects of mouth breathing is an
excessively dry mouth, as mentioned above. Under normal 
conditions, saliva continuously washes bacteria from the mouth.
If your mouth is dry, however, that bacteria can more readily take
hold and cause problems like cavities. 

In children, mouth breathing can also lead to permanent skeletal
deformities. That’s because it promotes the growth of the upper
jaw rather than the lower jaw. The result is a large overbite and a
gummy smile.

Mouth breathing can also cause sleep difficulties, causing people
to wake in the night if they aren’t getting enough oxygen. In
children, lack of sleep may reduce their ability to pay attention
and concentrate at school, which may be mistaken for attention
deficit disorder. In adults, mouth breathing can be related to
sleep apnea, which causes people to wake frequently at night.
You can end up feeling exhausted the next day.

While a natural mouth breather may be able to stave off dryness
by remoistening the mouth throughout the day, it will get dry
overnight. Because you are breathing through your mouth all
night you dry out the soft tissues. Mouth breathers often have
chronically red and inflamed gums, even if their oral health is

RESET 
BREATHING
Mouth Breathing
“A curse to your good health”
says Joel Jelen, an expert in breathing education

otherwise good. Adults may also find they have bleeding gums
or may get frequent cavities.

Because it is so drying, mouth breathing can also cause chronic
bad breath.

More serious conditions can occur over a longer period of
time, including high blood pressure, because mouth breathing
puts your body in fight or flight mode.

It's important to determine why the mouth breathing is 
happening before you can correct it. If the cause is huge 
tonsils then removing them might be an option. If the 
problem is structural and a child can’t, for example, close his 
or her lips over flared front teeth, then the solution may be 
orthodontic treatment.

Using a humidifier while sleeping can help ease mouth 
dryness, as can replenishing with lots of fluids. It can be 
helpful sometimes to rub a small amount of vitamin E oil on
gums before bedtime to keep them from drying out overnight.

A thorough dental exam will help determine whether mouth
breathing is a problem. It’s also important for parents to look
for signs of mouth breathing in children, so the problem can
be corrected before it worsens. 

But my overriding message is this, and like I said at the 
beginning, most of us don’t think about how we breathe.

Start being aware of your breathing! Many who mouth
breathe that I have treated or who have attended our 
employer workshops did so out of habit. 

We are all creatures of habit, or so they say, but I agree. 
And just like we can become habitual bad breathers through
the mouth, we can become good breathers through the nose.
Breathe as often through your mouth as you breathe through
your nose.

Joel Jelen is founder of Reset Breathing and runs courses for employers and the general public. 
More details can be found at:  

www.resetbreathing.com

Have you ever thought
about how you breathe? 
I doubt it. Most of us don't
until a shock, surprise or
heavy cold hits us. 

O
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Kurt Wilson started out in business with a small shop in Liverpool called Fuel Shakes, 
selling smoothies, juices and meal preps. He opened it with his brother, Jay, because, as he says, 

“It was almost impossible for either of us to get a healthy nutritious meal that supplemented our exercise regimes.”
Aware that many others must have been having the same problems, the two brothers, who hail from Crosby, 

decided to set up Fuel Shakes – that was back in 2012!

THE ‘APPRENTICE’ FUELS 
WELLNESS COMPANY'S 

INTERNATIONAL EXPANSION

INCE then, Kurt has substantially grown the business, now
called Fuel Station, with help along the way from a successful

stint on the BBC’s 2012 ‘The Apprentice’ series. “It didn't quite
end up being what I signed up for and I realised that I'd rather
be behind the business driving it without the showbiz – but 
‘The Apprentice’ proved to be a springboard for my career.”

Kurt says that looking back Fuel Shakes was the first of its kind in
the UK. “We designed every shake to the needs of our customers,
so if a customer wanted to lose weight, we would lower the 
carbohydrates and use the right types of fats in their shake or meal.
At first it was pretty tough, as it was such a new concept
that we needed to educate the public as well as sell.”

After about a year, Fuel Shakes started attracting local
celebrity clients, helping to build awareness and the
customer base. “Our start was very humble and we sold
our cars to fund it, but once we started to build some
repeat customers we knew we needed investment. 
We started pitching to potential investors and in 
early 2014 we eventually raised £125,000 to drive 
the business forward. This was probably one of my
proudest achievements, as there were plenty of
knocks along the way, but I quickly learnt what the 
investors were looking for and managed to find a
group interested in the health and fitness industry.”

Kurt launched the online business Fuel Station in late
2014. “We quickly became one of the largest in our

field in the UK, subsequently performing well in Europe and 
the USA too.” Also key to Fuel Station's development was their
introduction to athletes and professional sports teams and they
now look after meal plans for elite athletes, including for example,
Premiership footballers, world champion boxers, rugby league
teams and world leading cyclists.

As an extension to the brand's range, Fuel Station is now launching
their own range of UK produced supplements and snack bars
later this month...with their fan base expected to increase 
exponentially based on this and the multitude of celebrities 
and professional athletes that now endorse Fuel Station.

Kurt says the support of his family has been one of the
main factors in influencing the growth of the business.
“The early days were extremely difficult, as I had to 
basically survive on zero wages. I now have a little boy
with another baby on the way, so the support from my
partner Joanna has been imperative, as the running of
the business is never 9–5 and supporting our family is
also a full time job. Plus, not getting the investment we
needed via The Apprentice has driven me to prove Lord
Sugar had missed out on a great business. Once we
raised investment, a lot of the drive has been from
wanting to excel and surpass investor expectations 
for Fuel Station...as well as my personal desire to grow
the company into the biggest brand it can possibly be
having started out from humble Liverpool beginnings.”

............................................................
For more information about Fuel Station please visit:

www.fuel-station.co.uk
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NORTH WEST 
TRIATHLON ACADEMY 

— AND —
LIVERPOOL HEARTBEAT

The North West Triathlon Academy (NWTA) supports the development
of young and talented athletes within the North West of England 

and prepares them for the British Triathlon Talent squad. 
The Academy also has the North West Paratriathlon Academy 

operating alongside it and welcomes enquiries from para athletes.

HE Academy is delighted to thank 
Liverpool Heartbeat, enthusiastically run
and overseen by Robin Baynes MBE, for

supporting them for a second year by way of
funding in order to enable the NWTA to purchase
of new tri-suits. Last year, Liverpool Heartbeat’s 
support enabled the Academy to purchase cycling jackets
and hoodies and the new tri-suits will be a welcome and
colourful addition for the squad.

Liverpool Heartbeat supports a number of initiatives linked 
to the John Hulley Olympic legacy. John Hulley was born in
Liverpool in 1832 and was a first class gymnast and athletics
entrepreneur who encouraged public participation in physical
education to improve health and well-being. He is credited
with setting up the first Liverpool Olympic Festival, some 30
years before the International Olympic Committee was set up.
He was also one of the instigators of the Olympic movement
in Britain and his legacy lives on today thanks to the efforts of
Robin and Liverpool Heartbeat.

The North West Triathlon Academy is a perfect fit for Liverpool
Heartbeat, as not only does it encourage participation in
Triathlons across Cheshire, Merseyside, Cumbria, Lancashire
and Greater Manchester, it also supports both para and 
able-bodied competitors. The participation in Triathlon events
has seen an increase of 30% in recent years and continues 
to grow. 

The Academy has had excellent success in recent years, with
Lizzie Tench having been selected to represent Team England
in the first ever Commonwealth Games Paratriathlon, being

held on the Gold Coast, Australia, in April this
year. Lizzie said of her selection, “This is going
to be really special for me and this is my first

major games. I am hugely motivated by the
challenge ahead and excited to be part of Team

England.” Another successful Academy youngster is
Liverpool's own Daniel Slater, who won Gold in the Men’s

Youth and Mixed Relay Youth events at the Elite Youth 
European Championship in Panevezys, Lithuania in July of 
last year.

Daniel’s mother Ellish said, “These are great success stories for
the Academy and we are delighted that Liverpool Heartbeat
has confirmed its support for us once again this year. We will
continue to highlight the John Hulley Legacy across a national
and international stage throughout 2018”. 

The Sefton Community Triathlon is one of several John Hulley
legacy events and this is being run by Epic Kids on Sunday
April 29th for 2018, from Crosby Leisure Centre. The event is
open to both children and adults and is also the perfect event
for novices who want to experience their first ever triathlon
event. The swim takes place in Crosby Leisure Centre 
swimming pool, the cycle course is on grass (we recommend
mountain bikes or hybrids) and the run course is out and back
along the promenade. It's going to be a fantastic day, with
music, entertainment, stalls and other activities for the family.
Make sure you join us – it's going to be EPIC! 

All enquiries regarding this event to: 
Event Organiser, Email: info@epicevents.co.uk

T

www.britishtriathlon.org
www.liverpoolheartbeat.com  www.johnhulley-olympics.co.uk

Robin Baynes (White top) presenting cheque
to NWTA on Crosby Beach

NWTA team members

Sports-mad Mersey entrepreneurs 
launch 'Trip Advisor' for gyms

www.checkfit.co.uk

When Stephen Edgerton and Michael Holden came up with the idea 
of a “Trip Advisor for gyms” they were amazed to find that no one 

was doing it already.

RIGINALLY from Kirkby, Stephen found himself frustrated
at not being able to easily find available sports clubs and
facilities for his three young boys after he and his family
moved to the South Liverpool area last year. This led to
him and his childhood friend Michael to come up with a
brilliant and simple concept – Checkfit.

Stephen and Michael spent two years developing the idea and just
a few months after launch, Checkfit now promote more than 2,000
gyms, and groups across the city region, including community gyms,
boxing gyms, children’s clubs, football clubs, yoga, pilates and
women’s only groups – and have plans to expand into Manchester
by this summer
EASY-TO-USE
Checkfit uses blogs, images, reviews, facilities, amenities and brief,
detailed descriptions about the gyms, clubs or classes to give 
potential clients an overview before they try a new activity. Checkfit
also offers an easy-to-use search facility for finding the right club or
activity for you. The site is designed to take the fear out of fitness
and to encourage everyone to participate in sport and wellness.
Visitors to the site can find all the necessary information, so they
know just what to expect before enrolling on a new class, including
details on required equipment, costs, what to wear, participatory
level and associated benefits. The team is particularly keen to make
sure parents benefit from using Checkfit. “We don’t charge any gym,
club or service provider anything to be on the site – it is completely
free,” said Stephen. “This means the information we offer to users
is totally impartial.”
SPORTS-MAD
Stephen and Michael grew up together in
Kirkby and are now parents themselves to
similarly sports-mad children. Stephen has a
son Rhys, aged 12, and 10-year old twins
Harry and Jake. Michael, who has a daughter
Erin, 12, and a 9 year-old son Jaden, said,
“We are both keen for our kids to keep fit
and healthy. They play football, swim and go

boxing but when Stephen moved to a new area of the city, we 
realised that finding a comprehensive directory of clubs and classes
was really difficult. So we started talking about doing our own – it is
such a straightforward idea that we couldn’t believe no-one was
doing it already.” Stephen added: “Within one day of searching we
found more than 100 gyms and clubs in a small area of Liverpool
that most people didn’t know where there.”
MAJOR INVESTMENT
The pair, who already have their own successful careers in marketing
and law, have so far invested around £50,000 into the site, which
has now been live for several months. They persuaded Stephen’s
cousin, John Edgerton, to change his plans to study sports therapy
at university in oder to help manage the business full-time. Michael
said: “John has been integral to the rapid growth we have 
experienced in the months since our launch. He is the contact point
for those businesses we promote and has also been actively involved
in trying out and feeding back on many of the new or more obscure
groups and activities that we promote.”

SNOWBALL EFFECT
Of his appointment, John said: “I don’t have any regrets in changing
course with my studies and coming to work for Checkfit. It has really
opened my eyes to the breadth of fitness classes and activities 
available – even just locally – and has encouraged me to try out lots
of new activities.
“The fitness and wellness sector in Liverpool is completely diverse
and growing all the time – it literally doesn’t stand still. There is a
wealth of expertise, always something new to try your hand at – and

it’s great to then be able to talk others into
trying something new and find what works
for them.” Stephen said, “We are now getting
fantastic feedback from gyms and clubs and
Checkfit it has really snowballed.” Michael
added: “It has been amazing so far and we
aim to roll this out across the whole of the
North West and eventually to the whole
country.” 

If you are interested in promoting/
advertising your gym, club, 

training or wellbeing facility/class
or if you are someone who is

looking to find a venue or class
that is right for you – please visit:

www.checkfit.co.uk
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FOOTBALL’S SPION KOPS
Without the ill-fated battle of Spion Kop, the great
stands around the country would probably have 
different names. With professional football surging
in popularity at the time of the battle, the first
recorded reference to a sports terrace as being 
unofficially called the "Kop" was at Woolwich 
Arsenal's Manor Ground in 1904, after a local 
newsman likened the silhouette of fans standing 
on a newly raised bank of earth to the scene of 
soldiers standing at the top of Spion Kop hill. 

Many other English football clubs and some rugby
league clubs, such as Wigan's former home at 
Central Park, gave the same name to terracing in
later years. Villa Park's old Holte End was historically
the largest of all Kop ends, closely followed by the
old South Bank at Wolverhampton Wanderers’ 
Molineux ground, both sections once regularly 
holding crowds in excess of 30,000. However, in the
mid-1980s work was completed on Hillsborough's
Kop which, with a capacity of around 22,000, 
became the largest roofed terrace in Europe.

When Liverpool football club constructed a huge ash
and cinder bank on the Walton Breck Road of their
Anfield ground in 1906, the then sports editor of the
Liverpool Echo, Ernest Edwards, who wrote under
the pseudonym 'Bee', suggested that the terracing
should be called Spion Kop in honour of the many
scouse soldiers who had fought and died with the
Lancashire Fusiliers at the Battle of Spion Kop. 

The term Spion Kop stuck and has been with us ever
since, with the Liverpool Kop becoming as famous
around the globe as the Maracana, San Siro or 
Bernabeu. Liverpool F.C are hugely popular in modern
South Africa and at Spion Kop Lodge there is an 
annual gathering of Reds to recall the battle but they
now also lay their beloved scarves at a memorial for
Hillsborough, on which the names of the 96 killed 
as a result of the 1989 disaster are listed..

Even though all-seating stadiums are the norm
today, a Kop section of the ground will (hopefully)
always remain.

Getaria
The Battle of Spion Kop, Dutch for Spy Hill, is no doubt the one out of the many battles of the
Boer War best known here by the general public because of how it has been marked by many 
of our famous football teams having a Spion Kop terrace at their grounds. There is no Kop more
famous than Liverpool’s own section of their Anfield ground and it was named in honour of the
local men lost in the Battle of Spion Kop during the Boer War, another war that was meant to be
over by Christmas but which lasted four years and cost the lives of thousands of young men! 

T was in the last week of January 1900, on the high
plains located between Johannesburg and Durban, 
21 miles from Ladysmith, a city in the Uthukela District

of KwaZulu-Natal in South Africa, that the Battle of Spion Kop
took place. This battle resulted in a calamitous and bloody 
defeat for the British Army at the hands of Boer farmers and
volunteers and was recorded as a national embarrassment 
for the British. 

On the evening of January 23rd 1900, a contingent of
mounted infantry, commanded by Lieutenant Colonel 
Alexander Thorneycroft, furtively climbed the slope on the
near side of Spion Kop and seized the summit, total surprise
winning them the strategic position from the Boers – and
with very few casualties. Three cheers went up for Queen 
Victoria, the prearranged signal for success, and the way to
Ladysmith lay before them at last. 

However, first they had to hold on to the hill. Major General
Edward Woodgate, senior commander on the hill, quickly 
got the men busy digging trenches in the moonlight, before
the Boers could zero in on their position. He sent a note to
Lieutenant General Charles Warren of the 5th Infantry Division,
informing him of the success, adding that he expected that
Spion Kop could be “held till Doomsday against all comers.”
Words that turned out to be very foolish indeed!

The hill had been shrouded in fog when the British thought
they had captured it but when the mists slowly cleared as
dawn arrived, it became clear that they did not actually hold

THE BATTLE OF
SPION KOP

the hilltop at all, but only a small, acre-wide plateau surrounded
on three sides by higher hills that gave the enemy perfectly sited
and boulder-protected firing positions. The Boers were now 
creeping into those firing positions. 

The Boers commander, Louis Botha, ordered his men to retake the
position before the British had time to bring up their own heavy
guns. His burghers quickly poured devastating salvos into the
densely packed British troops. The Englishmen, hunkering down in
shallow trenches in a confined space, had little cover. The Boers’ 
artillery, signaled by heliograph, directed intense fire at Spion Kop
hill from the surrounding hills. Shells rained down on the British
position at the rate of 10 per minute. Meanwhile, the British 
heliograph had been knocked out and they had no comparable 
artillery support from their own crack gunners. The soldiers at the
top of Spion Kop hill were going to be on their own.

Boer Commandant Henrik Prinsloo led his 88-man Carolina 
Commando onto Aloe Knoll, 400 yards east of the British position.
From there, Prinsloo’s marksmen unleashed a deadly fire on the
unsuspecting men of the Lancashire Fusiliers, who were on the 
extreme right flank of the British trench. The men never knew what
hit them. Those in the ranks squirmed into every square inch of
cover they could find in the rocky topsoil. It did little good. Boer 
artillery shells dismembered entire files of soldiers where they lay.
Grimly, the British tried to hold on to the 400-yard-wide battlefield
but many of the officers were also killed, victims of the Victorian-
era code that prohibited a gentleman from taking cover under fire.
It was total chaos and a shambles and Thorneycroft ordered a total

Argumentative and incompetent generals were blamed
for the British defeat but there was credit for the Boer
leader, Louis Botha, who 10 years later would become
South Africa's first prime minister. There was also praise
for a young Indian lawyer, who formed the ambulance
corps and was a stretcher-bearer at Spion Kop. His
name was Mohandas – later Mahatma – Gandhi. 

It is amazing that three such luminaries as Winston
Churchill, Louis Botha and Mahatma Ghandi would all
be at Spion Kop at the same time but it was the brutal
nature of the defeat that carried the most resonance
back in Britain.

withdrawal. Abandoning the hard-won hill, the British survivors met
their intended reinforcements gathering at the bottom, on the way 
to assist them in consolidating their position. It was too late and 
Thorneycroft turned these troops around as well. Survivors and 
reinforcements alike trudged, defeated, back down the hillside.

Botha’s burghers were in charge of the Spion Kop once more as if
nothing had happened. Only the three-deep piles of British dead 
remained to dispel that illusion. In soldierly admiration, a Boer doctor
examined the human carnage and said, “We Boers would not, could
not, suffer like this.” Some 400 dead British soldiers lay sprawled in a
shallow trench that would serve as their grave; another 1,400 were
wounded or in captivity. Boer losses were considerably lower, believed
to be 58 dead and 140 wounded. Of the 1,700 men from regiments
such as the Lancashire Fusiliers who climbed Spion Kop, 300 were
taken prisoner. Just how many died is debated, with the number of 
casualties said to have been downplayed so as not too cause too 
much distress back in Britain. 

News of the defeat got back to Britain fairly quickly and one of the
men responsible for many of the reports was a young journalist called
Winston Churchill, who was working for the London Morning Post.
Churchill, who had just failed to get elected to Parliament in Oldham,
described the aftermath at the top of the hill like this: 'Corpses lay here
and there. Many of the wounds were of a horrible nature. The shallow
trenches were choked with dead and wounded.' Of all the Boer War
battles, Spion Kop retains an appalling notoriety for the incompetence
of British leadership and the slaughter of the men engaged on each
side in the struggle for the top of the hill.  
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Investors should remember that the value of investments, and the income from them, can go down as well as up and that past performance is no guarantee of 
future returns. You may not recover what you invest. Quilter Cheviot Limited is registered in England with number 01923571, registered offi  ce at One Kingsway, 
London, WC2B 6AN. Quilter Cheviot is a member of the London Stock Exchange and authorised and regulated by the UK Financial Conduct Authority.

HOW DO YOU NAVIGATE 
INVESTMENT CHALLENGES
& OPPORTUNITIES?

When it comes to investment, we help charities 
by thinking beyond the obvious.

Find out more about investing with us by 
contacting Lynn Pates on 0151 243 2160 
or visit www.quiltercheviot.com.

THE EXPERIENCE OF LIFETIMES




